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Perot files suit to enter debates The News' 
Briefs 
Spirit Day to enter- 
tain outdoors 
Cheerleaders and fall re- 
freshments will highlight 
this month's Spirit Day Fri- 
day. The program will take 
place outdoors, next to the 
Student Services Building 
from 9:30 to 11 a.m. The 
University cheerleaders 
and the pep band will pro- 
vide the spirit-raising en- 
tertainment. But faculty, 
staff and students are asked 
to show their own spirit as 
well by wearing their school 
colors. Prizes will be given 
to those who show the best 
display of Bowling Green 
spirit. Complimentary cider 
and doughnuts will be 
served. The last Friday of 
each month has been desig- 
nated Spirit Day on campus. 
Faculty and profes- 
sionals conducting 
journalism work- 
shop for high shool 
students 
An estimated 1,000 stu- 
dents and teachers from 
Ohio and Michigan high 
schools will be on the Uni- 
versity campus today for 
the 44th annual Great Lakes 
Intcrscholastic Press Asso- 
ciation journalism work- 
shop. The day-long program 
provides more than 100 on- 
campus classes in news- 
writing, editing, design, 
photography, interviewing, 
broadcasting, jounalism 
law, the Internet and more. 
University faculty and 
professionals in the field 
will conduct the sessions. 
This year representatives 
of Channel One, a television 
network based in California 
and geared to students, also 
will be providing sessions. 
In addition to attending 
classes, students may bring 
copies of their high school 
publications for a free cri- 
tique from the experts and 
enter competitions held 
during the day. 
State auditor says 
city procedure 
wrong 
DAYTON - The city's 
practice of buying cars for 
city commissioners through 
the police department is 
improper, the state auditor 
said. 
Mayor Mike Turner said 
he thought the procedure 
was wrong. Now, Auditor 
Jim Petro has agreed. 
In an audit of Dayton's 
books for 1995, Petro's of- 
fice said the city should 
charge the purchases to the 
department that is using the 
cars. 
In May 1995, the City 
Commission approved the 
purchase of two used cars 
for police. But the cars 
were assigned to Commis- 
sioner Tony Capizzi and 
then-Commissioner Rich- 
ard Zimmer. 
Commissioners usually 
have used the cars for three 
or four years before they 
are turned over to police for 
use in undercover opera- 
tions. The practice had been 
an unwritten policy since 
the 1980s, budget officials 
said. 
City officials have told 
Petro that all departments 
were notified the practice is 
not acceptable and will no 
longer be tolerated. 
Compiled from staff and 
wire reports. 
Katie Falrbank 
The Associated Press 
DALLAS - Unable to get his 
message out the way he wants, 
Ross Perot Is going to his lawyers 
to gain access to the debates and 
the airwaves. 
The Reform Party nominee 
filed a lawsuit Monday and plans 
to file a complaint today to force 
his way into the presidential 
face-offs, onto prime-time televi- 
sion - and, in turn, into American 
voters' homes. 
Shutting him out "will only 
deepen the nation's cynicism 
about government," the pugna- 
cious Perot said in his lawsuit. 
Perot filed suit In U.S. District 
Court In Washington, D.C., 
against the bipartisan Commis- 
Service 
honors 
student 
Jay Young 
The BC News 
A service to remember a Uni- 
versity student who was mur- 
dered earlier this month will take 
place this evening. 
A memorial service for Julie 
Kane will begin at 6:30 p.m. with 
a candlelight vigil at the inter- 
section of Main and Wooster 
streets. The procession will make 
its way east on Wooster Street 
and north on Thurstin Avenue 
until it reaches the Administra- 
tion Building, where it will move 
onto the campus, stopping in 
front of Prout Chapel. 
Janet Morrison, Graduate Stu- 
dent Senate president, said the 
ceremony will begin in the city 
and move onto the campus to 
connect the two areas. 
"The reason we're starting 
downtown is because this hap- 
pened to the city of Bowling 
Green and the campus, so we're 
trying to draw together all the 
members of the community," 
Morrison said. "I think it's im- 
portant because all this emphasis 
we have had on community, we 
need to mourn together as a 
community." 
A ceremony at Prout Chapel 
will follow the march. Speaking 
to those assembled will be: 
President Sidney Ribeau, Veron- 
ica Gold, Kane's academic ad- 
viser, and Karen Thompson of 
United Christian Fellowship. 
In addition, members of the 
Kane family, including Julie's 
mother, Roberta, who is em- 
ployed by the University, and Ju- 
lie's brother, Aaron, a sophomore 
at the University, will attend. 
Ed Whipple, vice president for 
Student Affairs, said the march 
will be escorted by campus 
police and music will be contrib- 
uted by the College of Musical 
Arts. 
Whipple said the memorial will 
allow students to send an impor- 
tant message. 
"I think one of the overriding 
themes will be a statement made 
that as a university we will not 
tolerate violence," Whipple said. 
"I know that is a very strong 
message that the students want 
to get out." 
As part of the remembrance 
activities for Kane, a tree is to be 
planted In her name on the cam- 
pus. A plaque that will be atta- 
ched to that tree will be dedicat- 
ed this evening. The tree will be 
planted at a later date In a loca- 
tion yet to be determined. 
sion on Presidential Debates, 
which barred him from the de- 
bates. He complained that he 
should be included or the forums 
canceled. 
Perot's campaign said he would 
also file a complaint today with 
the Federal Communications 
Commission requesting reasona- 
ble access to network facilities 
and equal air time for his broad- 
casts. 
The Texas billionaire, who pre- 
fers to campaign on television 
with 30-minute infomercials, 
hasn't been able to buy desirable 
broadcast times for his political 
ads. 
Party national coordinator 
Russ Verney told Fox TV today 
the party was asking the FCC "to 
intervene   on   our   behalf   and 
speak with the networks about 
providing equal time and 
reasonable access." 
"In 1992, we had ample oppor- 
tunity to purchase that time," 
Vemey said. "In 1996, we are 
only being offered some very 
marginal time slots when there is 
very little viewership, and none 
of the prime-time opportunity to 
present those programs." 
FCC spokesman Bobby Baker 
said the commission would have 
no comment until it had seen the 
complaint. 
Adjusting to the networks' de- 
cisions, Perot's campaign is now 
negotiating to buy air time for 
three 30-second commercials 
denouncing the debate commis- 
sion. "Where's Ross?" asks an 
announcer in one. In another, the 
announcer asks, "What are they 
afraid of?" 
Campaign coordinator Russ 
Vemey said the campaign tried 
to purchase time for the 30-se- 
cond spots on the three major 
broadcast networks - ABC, CBS 
and NBC - and was told no time 
was available this week. He said 
the campaign may buy time on 
cable networks or in local mar- 
kets. 
Negotiations continued late 
Monday, said spokeswoman 
Sharon Holman. 
"They want to air them as soon 
as they can buy time," she said of 
the three new spots. 
Perot's lawsuit contends that 
the debate commission violated 
Federal Election Commission 
rules requiring "objective criter- 
ia" for determining whom to in- 
clude in debates. It faults the 
FEC for failing to enforce its 
rules. 
The suit criticizes the debate 
commission's finding that Perot 
and running mate Pat Choate 
have no realistic chance of being 
elected. 
The suit contends that the 
commission, in recommending 
debates limited to President Clin- 
ton and Republican candidate 
Bob Dole, violated federal elec- 
tion law and certain constitu- 
tional rights of Perot and Choate. 
Perot's lawsuit argues that the 
debate commission used a mostly 
subjective standard in inviting 
only those it deemed to have a 
"realistic chance" of winning the 
election. 
Rope 'em cowboy 
With the body language of Elvis, Michael "Speedy" Johnson, 8, of 
Atlanta, Ind., throws out his arms after tying his goat Saturday at 
the Indiana Junior Rodeo Association season opener. Johnson 
Kelly Huff/The AiMcUtid Prcii 
competed In the event in Noblesvllle, Ind., along with 100 other 
kindergarten through 8th graders. 
Students focus on women's health 
Genell Pavelich 
The BC News 
More than 250 students attend- 
ed "Get Real," a program focus- 
ing on women's health issues 
Tuesday night in the Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom. 
The program, a part of wom- 
en's health month, included a 
short video, entitled ''Get Real: 
Straight Talk about Women's 
Health," followed by breakout 
discussion groups on the topics 
mentioned in the video, including 
nutrition, eating disorders, alco- 
hol, depression, contraception, 
andSTDsandHIV. 
Barbara Hoffman, nurse clini- 
cian for Student Health Services, 
said the topics included in the 
discussion are important for 
women, especially college-age 
women, to address.  . 
"The topics are relevant to 
what students are involved with 
now," she said. 
Susan Wisecup, senior public 
relations major, said she thought 
the event was informative and in- 
teresting. 
"The video was great because 
it covered all the topics to be dis- 
cussed, and the discussion 
groups were diverse and broad - 
anyone could have found some- 
thing interesting to learn more 
about," she said. 
Wisecup said the program was 
good because It helped bring 
awareness of issues that college 
women need to know in order to 
be healthy. 
Jennifer Pijor, freshman 
communications disorder major, 
said the video was good because 
it mentioned many different is- 
sues that concern college women. 
"Usually, videos can be boring, 
but this one was pretty good be- 
cause it bounced around the sub- 
jects to be discussed," she said. 
"The discussions also supple- 
mented the video well." 
Shasta Niles, sophomore 
graphic design major, said she 
really enjoyed the event because 
it made her more aware of the 
different topics affecting wom- 
en's health. 
"I would definitely come to 
something like this again be- 
cause it was informative and the 
video related to us," she said. 
Niles said the discussions were 
informal and participants could 
share how they felt about 
different issues discussed. 
Hoffman said she was pleased 
with the turnout for the event 
and thought that students 
learned a lot from it. 
"By coming to this program, 
students could gain new informa- 
tion or knowledge they didn't 
have before and be made aware 
of the resources they have avail- 
able to them, so they know what 
is out there," she said. 
Mary Johnson, nurse clinician 
for Student Health Services and 
one of the discussion leaders, 
said she thought the discussions 
were helpful because students 
were asking a lot of good ques- 
tions and discussing how they 
felt about certain health issues. 
The "Get Real" program was 
sponsored by the Student Health 
Services, the Women's Health 
Clinic, the Center for Wellness 
and Prevention, Panhellenic 
Council, and the SHARP office. 
Some of the organizations that 
had booths at the fair included 
the Link, The Center for Well- 
"The video was great 
because it covered all 
the topics to be 
discussed, and the 
discussion groups 
were diverse and 
broad ~ anyone could 
havefound 
something 
interesting to learn 
more about." 
Susan Wisecup 
senior public relations major 
ness and Prevention, Food Ser- 
vices and the Student Recreation 
Center. 
Hoffman said the different 
events for the month were 
planned after a survey was given 
to 100 woment who visited the 
women's health clinic to find out 
what they wanted to have availa- 
ble to them. 
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Letters to the editor Gay defeats not a total loss 
After reading a recent letter to the editor In regards to the 
"Immoral" activities of the homosexual populous, it occurs to 
me that morals are Just an extension of someone else's subjec- 
tive Judgments. It is the judgments themselves that create the 
moral system by which someone can abide of subvert. There is 
no middle ground in such a system. All or nothing, as they say. 
What If we chose not to judge other's behaviors? Why are we so 
concerned with changing others according to our own subjec- 
tive Judgments? 
I see the only standard by which I can measure other people 
is one of unconditional love. Don't get me wrong — this is a tall 
order for any conscious being, especially our species. If we could 
truly make a concerted effort to use unconditional love as our 
only means of looking at others, the challenge would no longer 
be to change others. The challenge would be changing our own 
self. Because we are an Imperfect species, the challenge would 
be constant and the change consistens. Self-growth would be 
the result of our attempt to achieve unconditional love of oth- 
ers. Why are we so preoccupied with what is outside ourselves 
and not what is within? I believe Judgmental message, such as 
the one Cynthia Sheckler portrays, are a divergence from ex- 
ploring our own flaws and imperfections. We can't heal the world 
until we heal ourselves. 
Brian Rose 
In response fo Cynthia Lee Sheckler's letter. let me be frank. 
I don't really care how anyone feels about gays or lesbians. I 
respect people's opinions. But ignorance of facts is something 
else, and I don't like it. 
Thousands of homosexuals, according to the letter, spread 
the AIDS virus into "our heterosexual community." Hmmm. Ac- 
cording to the U.S. Public Health Service more heterosexuals 
than homosexuals are spreading HIV right now. Yep. it's true. 
Not just heterosexuals, but white female heterosexuals and 
minorities. Although AIDS first affected homosexuals primarily. 
I think it's safe to assume that anybody who understands the 
concepts of unprotected sex and infected drug needles realizes 
that AIDS is no longer a "gay disease." 
Speaking of unprotected sex. since when are homosexuals 
regarded as the only people who engage in it? As If we hetero- 
sexuals always take precautions. 
Last, I'd like nothing more than to see my children grow up 
In a society where homosexuality is openly accepted and not 
morally Judged. I think it's sad and cruel that today's children 
are ridiculed for having gay parents (which, by the way. is some- 
thing over which they have no control) as well as gay relatives or 
friends. 
Rather than focusing on the negativity of homosexuality 
and whether or not it is moral, we should instead be stressing 
the importance of safe sex to our children. Because when it 
comes down to it. I'd rather raise and love a gay child than to 
watch my child die of AIDS. It's pretty simple 
It's the Gay Nineties, folks, so let's make the best of it. 
Jason Fltzhugh 
Senior 
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' xy marriage appears to 
be thehot topic among those 
who give a damn at BGSU. 
Most of page two of Monday's 
BG News was devoted to the ar- 
guments on either side. When 
a representative of the College 
Democrats knocked on my door 
during a voter registration drive 
(I was already registered, and 
you should be. too), I asked her 
If she was satisfied with Presi- 
dent Clinton's performance. 
She answered "not entirely", 
but her grievance was not 
Clinton's flip-flopping on Issues 
or endorsement of welfare re- 
form. She was angry because 
of the Defense of Marriage Act. 
Despite its popularity (or 
unpopularity, depending on 
how you look at it) on campus, 
the issue has little relevance 
elsewhere. A Toledo news sta- 
tion recently conducted a poll 
to discover important election 
issues among voters. Balancing 
the budget was on top. with gay 
issues nowhere on the list. A 
recent Associated Press poll 
said that a candidates' stance 
on gay rights would make no 
difference at all for more than 
half of the electorate. Gays are 
not an influential voting block, 
and by the time the election 
rolls around, most voters will 
have forgotten the battle over 
gay Issues. 
However. I believe the Is- 
sue Is Important enough to rate 
Wendling 
a few more column Inches, if 
only to see through the haze of 
rhetoric dished out by everyone 
from Senators to students. 
Skimming through the 
news, one might believe that 
the DOMA completely outlaws 
homosexual marriage. This is 
not the case. The Act does two 
things. First, it defines mar- 
riage to be a union between one 
man and one woman. The pro- 
cess of defining "marriage" isn't 
completely meaningless, but it 
nears futility. The reason for 
this is that marriage Is a con- 
tract defined on the state level. 
Federal benefits will continue 
to be denied to homosexual 
couples, but marriage of two 
persons of the same sex is not 
explicitly outlawed. 
The second effect of the 
Act is to give states the right to 
not recognize gay marriages 
performed in other states. 
Whoever drafted this proposal 
needs a refresher course on the 
Constitution. Contracts made 
in one state must be honored 
in all states. I can think of no 
reason  why gay marriages 
should be an exception. Even 
If the Act stands up in court, 
there is a simple way to sub- 
vert It. Each Individual state 
can legalize homosexual mar- 
riages. Hawaii is poised to be- 
come the first state to do so and 
don't be surprised if several, 
more liberal states follow suit. 
The scariest part of DOMA 
is the arguments that led to Its 
passing. One favorite of right- 
wingers was expressed by a let- 
ter writer to The News, who 
stated: "In the event (gay mar- 
riagel Is legalized, it will then 
only be a matter of time before 
homosexual techniques are In- 
troduced to our children's sex 
education classes." 
To which I ask. Why? Just 
because we. as a society, take 
a particular action down a cer- 
tain path does not mean we 
must continue with It until it 
ends. Can we legalize gay mar- 
riage without teaching "homo- 
sexual techniques" In the 
schools? I believe so. We need 
not become a nation of homo- 
sexuals, or legalize marriage be- 
tween humans and animals. 
A letter writer can be ex- 
cused for bad logic, but con- 
sider this quote from Rep. Steve 
Largent. R-Okla.: "No culture 
that has ever embraced homo- 
sexuality has ever survived." 
Does this mean that "embrac- 
ing homosexuality" will result 
in the downfall of our civiliza- 
tion? Certainly not! I defy any- 
one to find a case in history 
where this led directly to the 
downfall of a culture. 
I am equally confounded 
by an argument on the other 
side of the Issue. It runs some- 
thing like this: "Government 
should not concern Itself with 
Issues of morality." Laws are. 
at the very least, implicit asser- 
tions of values, which can al- 
ways be Interpreted as moral 
choices. Without guiding prin- 
cipals, government could not 
function. Instead of decrying 
the "Intrusion" Into public life, 
supporters of gay rights should 
work with the system. 
I would guess that In an- 
other thirty years (and probably 
sooner), attitudes will have 
changed enough for gay mar- 
riage to be legalized and some- 
thing quite like the Non-Dis- 
crimination Act to be en- 
acted into law. As it now 
stands, a majority of Americans 
oppose legalization of gay mar- 
riage, but those under 35 are 
spilt almost evenly on the is- 
sue. Much like other social cru- 
sades, public attitudes will shift 
slowly but surely. Until then we 
can argue, and — hopefully — 
improve our rhetoric. 
Mike Wendling Is the 
Wednesday columnist for the 
BG News. Questions and com- 
ments can be sent to mlkewen® 
bgnetor210WestHall. 
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How to find your herbivore side 
Without a doubt, one of 
the most misunderstood sub- 
jects Involving our nutrition is 
vegetarianism. I cannot be- 
lieve, no. I can believe all the 
crazy concepts, misconcep- 
tions and distorted half-truths 
on this eating choice. Admit- 
tedly. I too once held a prema- 
ture notion that vegetarians 
were those wacky hippies that 
never could let go of the Six- 
ties. However, as I began per- 
sonal research on vegetarian- 
ism. I was astonished with my 
discoveries. Perhaps most in- 
credible Is the overwhelming 
evidence that simply Involves 
common sense thinking. 
I could begin exposing 
the blatant lies that we have 
been forcefed by the Meat and 
Dairy industry, the American 
Medical Association, or (sur- 
prise) our own government. 
But there already exists too 
much negativism In our news- 
papers and the last thing I 
want to write about Is how 
we've been fooled again. So 
let's do something empower- 
ing. I am going to give you 
what I call the "Sue Common 
Sense Bio-Truths about Veg- 
etarianism". I feel that I must 
lay a common sense under- 
standing from a biological per- 
spective. 
#1. Let's begin with the 
origin of the human digestion 
tract — our mouth, specifi- 
cally, our teeth. Ever seen the 
teeth of a carnivore? Long, 
sharp, powerful. How about fe- 
rocious mouth of a great white 
shark? Their teeth resemble 
kitchen knives, for the ripping 
and tearing of flesh. Con- 
versely, examine the teeth of 
a herbivore. These teeth are 
lason 
Wolfe 
flat-edged and dull for the 
grinding and mashing of 
fruits, nuts, grains. Now. with 
no one watching, run your lin- 
ger along your teeth. Are they 
razor sharp like a lion's or a 
shark? Indeed, human teeth 
are 90% plus herbivorian and 
the remaining 5-10%( our In- 
cisors and canine teeth) fall 
between flat-edged and sharp. 
#2. The saliva of every 
carnivore on Earth Is acidic In 
order to begin the breakdown 
and extraction of amino acids 
(protein). On the flip side, all 
herbivore's saliva is basic, the 
saliva for the proper digestion 
of fruits, nuts, et cetera. Do 
you want to guess what type 
of saliva Homo sapiens have? 
Our saliva is basic. Just like 
ever other herbivore. 
#3. In order to completely 
digest amino acids in flesh, a 
carnivore's stomach must con- 
tain a high concentration level 
of hydrochloric acid (HCL). In 
fact, a carnivore contains 10 
times as much HCL as their 
counterparts. The reason why 
herbivores have one-tenth the 
HCL in their stomachs is be- 
cause the amino acids found 
In fruits and vegetablesand 
such do not require harsh 
acidic stomach concentration 
to release the nutrients. 
Guess how much hydrochlo- 
ric acid a human stomach 
contains? One-tenth that of 
any carnivore, just like all her- 
bivores. See the paradigm form- 
ing? 
#4. Since a carnivore has 
such a rough acid content of 
both saliva and HCL. their In- 
testines do not need to be ex- 
cessively long to absorb any lin- 
gering amino acids. A 
carnivore's intestine tract is 
only 2-3 times the length of 
their torso. On the other hand, 
herbivores require a longer time 
to extract remaining nutrients 
in their foods. Consequently, a 
herbivore's intestine tract is 8- 
10 times the length of their 
torso. Our digestive tract is in- 
deed 8-10 times the length of 
our torso just like every other 
herbivore on Earth. 
#5. Do you know what the 
most energy taxing activity is 
on any being, carnivore and 
herbivore alike? I'll give you a 
hint — it Is not six hours of In- 
tense step aerobics. Truly, the 
most energy taxing activity is 
digestion. Of all the existing 
foods, flesh (meat) is the most 
difficult to digest. Conse- 
quently, carnivores must sleep 
a lot, between 16-20 hours ev- 
ery day. The lion sleeps 20 
hours every day! Reciprocally, 
herbivores only require 4-8 
hours daily due to the combi- 
nation of their diet being con- 
siderably less difficult to digest 
along with much longer Intes- 
tines for digestion. And like ev- 
ery other herbivore, humans 
require approximately 6-8 
hours dally. 
#6. Number six is perhaps 
the most convinlclng of all. 
When protein Is exposed to 
heat, the amino acids break 
down Into an unuseable form 
retaining minimal nutrient 
value. For a carnivore that eats 
the flesh of their prey raw. this 
has no bearing. But for humans 
this has extreme importance. 
We simple have to cook flesh 
before we eat it or suffer a 
myriad of ill-effects such as 
sickness from tapeworms and 
fungal and bacterial contami- 
nation like ecoli and salmo- 
nella. Ironically, by cooking 
meat, we are destroying the 
protein and other nutrients 
that we were initally trying to 
receive. But If we eat the flesh 
raw. we run the risk of getting 
deathly 111 if not dying. 
There you have It. So what 
do we do now? More research 
of course. It would foolish to 
simply accept anything upon 
face value. Perhaps many of 
you are now wondering, What 
can I do now?' I was. What 
about proteln-deficent diets? 
What foods can I eat? I like the 
chicken. Do I have to give It up? 
I had a zillion questions spin- 
ning in my mind. And. after 
exhaustive searching, I'm sorry 
to say there Is no "Human Meat 
Eater Recovery Plan." 
Consider these words as 
your first vegetarian meal. 
Truly, I encourage each of you 
to give this subject consider- 
ation. Take a trip to the library. 
Talk to some practicing veg- 
etarians like any of the gold 
medalists in the 1996 Summer 
Olympics (87% are vegetar- 
ians!). After all. I'm discussing 
your health and your life, and 
few topics are so Important. 
Jason E. Wolfe, a practic- 
ing vegetarian for seven years 
now. will gladly share his deli- 
clous eggplant parmigana 
recipe for those Interested. 
Contact him at Jwolfe2@bgnet. 
AHk-fc* «- * C til'-'. *■»■■* vlW 
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Photo exhibit 
invites entries 
Genell Pavellch 
The BC News 
A University photography ex- 
hibition starting Oct. S will con- 
tain pictures taken by students, 
faculty and other residents of the 
community. 
Jacqueline Nathan, exhibition 
program administrator, said this 
is the first time such an event has 
occurred at the University. 
"Students, faculty, community 
members and anyone who likes 
to take photos and feels that they 
have something interesting to 
share, can participate in the 
event," she said. 
The exhibit will run from Oct. 5 
through Nov. 8 in the Willard 
Wankelman Gallery in the Fine 
Arts Center. 
To participate in the exhibit, 
photographs may be dropped off 
at the Wankelman Gallery 
Thursday from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Nathan said the photos in the 
exhibit can be of family mem- 
bers, pets, scenery, objects and 
anything else that people might 
want to contribute. 
Lou Kruegar, director of the 
School of Art, said he would en- 
courage people to participate in 
this event. 
"This is unlike any other kind 
of event, and it won't conform to 
convention," he said. "People 
have the ability to participate 
without the anxiety that usually 
accompanies an exhibition or 
competition." 
Kruegar said he hopes they 
have a good response to the 
event, which he considers a 
"giant community collage." He 
"This is unlike any 
other kind of event, 
and it won't conform 
to convention." 
Lou Kruegar 
director of the School of An 
also said that people should not 
be afraid to participate because 
there is no judgement based on 
the work and anyone interested 
can get involved. 
Nathan also said she would en- 
courage people to participate in 
the exhibit because it should be a 
lot of fun. 
"I would encourage people to 
get involved with this because it 
is a wonderful opportunity to 
participate in a gallery event," 
she said. "Some people may feel 
that gallery exhibitions are only 
for fine artists, but this exhibit is 
one that everyone can be a part 
of." 
The exhibit, entitled "Pin-Ups: 
The People's Photography 
Show," is scheduled to open as 
part of the 17th annual New Mu- 
sic & Art Festival.Oct. 3 through 
Oct.S. 
Nathan said by participating, 
members of the community are 
able to share part of their lives. 
She said the photos will be dis- 
played in big collages with pic- 
tures of all sizes and some over- 
lapping. 
Kruegar said he hopes that 
people will take the time to par- 
ticipate in this exhibition. 
Friendly Attack 
Melissa Stein, Junior environmental science major, gets jumped Idog.' 
on by the dog, Wrigley, last Thursday. Stein says, "He is a hyper | 
Doug Khrenovikymic BC Ncwi 
Faculty proposes salary increase BGS U lecture 
policy offered DarlaWamock The BG News 
Attempting to bring the promo- 
tion rates for faculty back into 
line with other Category I intsitu- 
tions, the Faculty Welfare Com- 
mittee (FWC) proposed an in- 
crease in promotion increments. 
Under the resolution, the salar- 
ies of faculty would increase 
$1,000, $1,500, and $2,000 for the 
assistant, associate and full 
professor, respectively. If ap- 
proved at the next Faculty Senate 
meeting, the Increased salaries 
proposal will go to the Board of 
Trustees for their consideration. 
Charles Applebaum, FWC 
chairman, said the rates have 
dropped below the acceptable 
rates of Category I institutions. 
He explained each year the bene- 
fit decreases, until the incre- 
ments are raised again. The last 
increase occurred in the 1988-89 
academic year. 
"Each year the value of the 
promotion goes down. It's not a 
time frame, it's an amount," Ap- 
plebaum said. "Our main compe- 
titors are getting more." 
The promotion increase must 
be requested by faculty for con- 
sideration. There is not a set 
period of time between in- 
creases. There have been four 
increases within the last 20 
years. According to Applebaum, 
the value of the benefit is cur- 
rently the lowest it has been, 
causing the need for the in- 
crease. 
Promotion Increases for 
1996 at State Universities 
Assistant         Rssociate Professor 
Akron $900                        $950 $1,250 
Bowling 
Green 800                          1200 1.600 
Clncinnat 10 percent of their base salary 
Kent State 1.000                       1.500 2.000 
Miami 1.000                       1.500 3.000 
Ohio 1.000 2.000 
Ohio State Standard is 6 percent 
Toledo $1,950                     2330 3.150 
Source: University Faculty Welf ire Committee 
"They are at the lowest actual 
value in the history of raises," he 
said. "It makes it worth getting 
promoted." 
Veronica Gold, FWC member, 
said the committee has been dis- 
cussing the possibility of the 
promotion increases since last 
spring. She said the concern was 
brought to their attention, allow- 
ing them to explore the issue. 
"What we found was that the 
value of the money was again at a 
low point. It had fallen to base- 
line level," Gold said. 
After they decided an increase 
was necessary, FWC gathered in- 
formation from other institutions 
in Ohio. Applebaum said they re- 
alized University faculty are be- 
low other institutions, making 
the need for the increase more 
apparent. 
"We're going on the fact it Is 
time to increase. It's now time 
according to the figures," Apple- 
baum said. "I don't see it as a 
major issue. I think we should be 
in line." 
Gold said the increase has de- 
clined over time when the rates 
are converted to current dollars, 
making the current value less in 
comparison. 
"Each year the value 
of the promotion goes 
down. It's not a time 
frame it's an amount 
Our main 
competitors are 
getting more." 
Charles Applebaum 
FWC chairman 
"It really depends on a lot of 
things," Gold said. "There are 
factors to see it has declined." 
Applebaum explained the promo- 
tions have fallen to the baseline 
level, making the Increase neces- 
sary again. If approved by the 
Faculty Senate, the resolution 
would be sent by charter to cen- 
tral administration and the Board 
of Trustees. It will be reviewed 
by the University Budget com- 
mittee before being put Into ef- 
fect. 
"We've been patient," Apple- 
baum said. "We don't get one un- 
til we ask for one." 
Darla Warnotk 
The BG News 
Currently not provided for in 
the Academic Charter, Faculty 
Senate is attempting to pass an 
amendment to allow interdisci- 
plinary programs to allow lec- 
turer positions. 
The policy permits lecturers to 
be hired into departments and 
schools, not to exceed 25 percent 
of the total faculty. Under this 
policy, programs and other 
groups are not able to use lec- 
turers. 
Robert Holmes, vice chairman 
of Faculty Senate, said the word- 
ing of the charter leaves out any 
programs which are not in a de- 
partment or school. He explained 
it did not cause a problem until 
interdisciplinary programs be- 
gan to grow large, creating a 
need for lecturers. 
"It is important to have mostly 
full-time faculty. The charter's 
purpose was to prevent hiring 
part-time lecturers instead of 
full-time faculty," Holmes said. 
He used the Center for Envi- 
ronmental Studies as an example 
of a program that has grown to 
hold more than 300 students, yet 
are unable to hire lecturers due 
to the charter policy. 
The amendment, proposed by 
the   Amendments  and   Bylaws 
"It is important to 
have mostly full-time 
faculty. The charter's 
purpose was to 
prevent hiring 
part-time lecturers 
instead of full-time 
faculty." 
Robert Holmes 
Faculty Senate vice chairman 
Committee in the Faculty Senate, 
would update the charter to in- 
clude the programs that have 
grown large enough to make use 
of a lecturer position. 
"They would be able to add a 
more diversified range of 
courses," Holmes said. "They 
could hire up to two lecturers." 
Mark Gromko, associate dean in 
the College of Arts and Sciences, 
said the amendment was pro- 
posed to make the lecturer an op- 
tion for programs benefiting the 
student. 
"I think it was just an over- 
sight," Gromko said. "I don't 
think the charter was intentional- 
ly trying to prevent it." 
<SBS£SS MEE^OOL PEOPLE.-!, 
I AO DIRECTOR POSITIONS 
A\ A11. Alfil I: NOW!!! 
CULTURAL AWARENESS DIRECTOR 
TRAVEL DIRECTOR 
Applications available in the Office of Student Activities 330 
University Union. 
Applications due: 
Thursday September 26th by 5pm. 
•Interviews will be on Friday September 27th. 372-7164 
S6i 'Xs&&&&&^XX2&Z^^ ^ 
PARTY AT PERRY 
FEATURING 
BlttzSn 
3:30 KICKOFF 
PREGAME PARTY: FREE FOOD, 
CREAT PRIZES 
WEST SIDE OF STADIUM 
Notice to all students in the 
College of Education 
and Allied Professions: 
The College is currently pursuing various initiatives related to its 
strategic planning. Among these are discussions related to 
1.) adapting a final mission statement for the College 
2.) renaming the College, and 
3.) creating a new organizational structure for the 
College. 
{Three Strategic Planning Steering Committee subgroups have 
f been established to deal with each of these points of discussion. 
I If you have any input that you would like to provide these 
I subgroups, or if you would like to participate in discussions, 
| please feel free to contact the following subgroup chair: 
jj Mission Statement: Dr. Leigh Chiarelott - lchiare@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
\ Renaming the College: Dr. Mary Ann Robertson - 
8 mrobert@radar.bgsu.edu 
((Reorganization: Dr. Linda Mandlebaum - lmandle@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
■■ 
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Tony Dejak/rkt Aisocliird Prcii 
Auctioneer Chris Davis tries to get the price up on Cleveland 
Stadium memorabilia at the former home of baseball's Indians 
and football's Browns Tuesday at the Cleveland Stadium In 
Cleveland. 
Fans buy part 
of Cleveland 
Thomas J.Sheeran 
The Associated Press 
CLEVELAND - Memories 
went on the auction block 
Tuesday at Cleveland Sta- 
dium, former home of base- 
ball's Indians and the mori- 
bund Browns of the National 
Football League. 
"This is sad. So many mem- 
ories," said Archie Hernan- 
dez, 37, of Port Clinton, who 
arrived hoping to bid on a load 
of bricks but found out he 
must wait until demolition be- 
gins a month from now. 
Auctioneer Chris Davis, 
standing on a platform under a 
tent in the muddy area that 
was right field for the Indians, 
began auctioning stadium fix- 
tures and memorabilia with 
the Ohio flag, which sold for 
$350. 
Then came Browns and In- 
dians signs, bleacher seats, 
VIP suite fixtures and the du- 
gout benches. The auction was 
to continue Wednesday with 
the sale of nonsports items, 
such as kitchen equipment. 
Tony Cook, 31, of suburban 
Olmsted Township, paid $50 
for a bright orange, waist-high 
console that program sellers 
used. 
"I always bought it [a pro- 
gram] for 16 years," he said. 
Search ends in 
death of father 
and daughter 
The Associated Press 
CAMDEN, Ohio - The deaths 
of a man and his 3-year-old 
daughter whose bodies were 
found Tuesday have been ruled a 
homicide-suicide, authorities 
said. 
Investigators think that Jef- 
frey Howard, 39, shot his 
daughter, Kelsey Kay Howard, 
and then killed himself, said Maj. 
Wayne  Simpson  of the  Preble 
County sheriff's office. 
The bodies and a handgun were 
found in a pickup truck in a park- 
ing lot at Rush Run Wildlife area. 
Both victims had been report- 
ed missing Monday. Deputies in- 
vestigating the report found the 
bodies at 12:28 a.m. 
Simpson said Howard did not 
have legal custody of his 
daughter and had failed to return 
her to her home in Connorsville, 
Ind., following a weekend visit. 
Union supports 
hospital protest 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - Labor leaders 
from around Ohio Joined in a 
demonstration Tuesday in sup- 
port of workers' protesting the 
move to take University Hospital 
private. 
About 1,000 AFL-CIO leaders 
are attending the three-day state 
convention that started Tuesday. 
Linda Chavez-Thompson, 
national executive vice president 
of the AFL-CIO, addressed the 
group's opening session. U.S. 
Secretary of Labor Robert Reich 
will  be   the   featured   speaker 
Wednesday. 
Unionized workers at Univer- 
sity Hospital say the move to 
take the hospital private, already 
approved by University of Cin- 
cinnati trustees, will result in a 
lessened commitment to indigent 
care and jeopardize their job se- 
curity and benefits. 
"University of Cincinnati em- 
ployees working at the hospital 
need your help," Chavez-Thomp- 
son told the Fountain Square 
crowd. 
She called the labor movement 
"the conscience of this country." 
Jamie CUVTkt AiMcltfrd Pm 
Beanie demonstrates on September 17 In Lima, Ohio to Jessica 
Stlnebuck, a student at Faurot Elementary School who plays the 
role of Mr. Macaroni the bad neighbor, how to become a better 
neighbor. 
Prostitute with 
HIV convicted 
The Associated Press 
TOL£DO, Ohio - A woman will 
be sentenced Oct. 11 after being 
convicted under a new state law 
aimed at getting HIV-infected 
prostitutes off the streets. 
Kathleen Amann, 34, of Toledo, 
pleaded no contest Monday to 
loitering to engage in soliciting 
for prostitution after testing pos- 
itive for HIV. 
Amann was arrested July 15 on 
the city's south side. 
<*** 
PARTY AT PERRY *-** j^ 
Party starts at 1:30 « West Side of Stadium  
'**> 
ATTENTION SENIORS 
SENIOR PICTURES END THURSDAY 
CALL 1-800-969-1338 TO SCHEDULE 
YOUR SITTING - Photos Well Be Taken In The 
KEY YEARBOOK OFFICE: 
28 West Hall From 10am - 9pm. 
Nation 
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Voting time 
Spearfish, S.D., sixth graders Nicole Donncr, left, and Sarah 
Groman, part of a delegation from Custar, S.D. sit with nearly 
1,000 Black Hills area sixth graders attending a National Kids 
Voting Day celebration at Mount Rushmorc National Memorial 
Tuesday. 
Man peeks and 
police shoot him 
Steven K. Paulson 
The Associated Press 
GREELEY, Colo. -- A man who 
police hoped to question in the 
murder of three people was fatal- 
ly shot Tuesday after taking his 
ex-girlfriend hostage in a Uni- 
versity of Northern Colorado 
dormitory. 
Carefully edited TV footage, 
broadcast widely in Colorado, 
showed the gunman sticking his 
head and shoulder outside the 
dorm window. The video then 
cuts away as the sounds of first 
one gunshot, then several more, 
are heard. He fell mortally 
wounded back into the room. 
Police had negotiated with the 
man for hours after he shot his 
18-year-old ex-girlfriend in the 
foot, said university spokesman 
Tom Barbour. Another female 
hostage was unharmed. 
"Greeley police are confident 
that one of their shots is the one 
that killed him," Barbour said. 
Police released no details on 
the three murders, which hap- 
pened less than 24 hours prior to 
the college shooting in Bayfield, 
about 350 miles south of the 
campus. The ex-girlfriend, Heidi 
Hocker, lived in Ignacio, about 
five miles from Bayfield. 
Elizabeth Rieboldt, a room- 
mate of Hocker's who escaped by 
climbing out a window, said the 
gunman came to the dorm earlier 
Tuesday and returned when he 
knew her roommate would be 
there. She said he never threat- 
ened to shoot anyone, but he 
showed them a gun and would not 
allow anybody to leave the room. 
"He told us that he had lost it 
and was going crazy," said Rie- 
boldt, who escaped along with 
another woman when the gun- 
man was in a hallway. 
Police said the gunman refused 
to let doctors into the room to 
treat the injured woman and 
asked for pain pills and a six- 
pack of diet soda 
"He just wanted to talk to her," 
Rieboldt said. "He was very de- 
pressed and upset about some- 
thing." 
She said the man and Hocker 
broke off their relationship about 
a month ago. 
Toby's Party Oasis1 
(State Liquor Agency) 
1070 N. Main, 353-1551 
10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Mon.- Sat. 
Fine wines     Beer 
Spirits Pop 
Mixes Party Supplies 
'meeting all your 
party needs 
Du Pont declared incompetent 
Chemical heir postpones trial for slaying of Olympic wrestler 
Allah Wright 
The Associated Press 
MEDIA, Pa -- Chemical heir 
John E. du Pont, who claims to be 
Jesus, the Dalai Lama and the 
last of the Romanovs, was pro- 
nounced a psychotic Tuesday and 
ruled incompetent to stand trial 
in the slaying of an Olympic 
wrestler. 
Common Pleas Judge Patricia 
Jenkins ordered du Pont commit- 
ted to a mental hospital, where he 
will be examined every three 
months. He can eventually be 
brought to trial if doctors con- 
clude he can help with his own 
defense and understand the 
murder charges he faces in the 
Jan. 26 shooting of Dave Schultz. 
"I think that was the right re- 
sult on the basis of the evidence, 
factual and medical," said Tho- 
mas Bergstrom, a defense law- 
yer. "We should see results 
within three to four months." 
In a ruling that reflected the 
opinion of doctors for the de- 
fense and psychiatrists appoint- 
ed by the court, the judge said: 
"He is actively psychotic." 
During a three-day hearing, 
four doctors and two former du 
Pont lawyers said the 57-year-old 
millionaire believes he is the Da- 
lai Lama, the Christ child, the 
heir to Hitler's Third Reich and 
the last surviving heir to the 
Russian throne. They said he be- 
lieves that assassins have tar- 
geted him, that Republicans 
killed Schultz and that the CIA 
considers him its top consultant. 
DON'T DRINK AND 
DRIVE 
Defense attorneys said they 
never once had a cogent conver- 
sation with du Pont about his 
case. 
Prosecutors, however, noted 
that du Pont signed his own name 
- not the Dalai Lama or the 
Christ child - on contracts with 
his lawyers. And jail workers tes- 
tified that he showed no psycho- 
sis in prison, answered to "John" 
and received coaching from his 
lawyers. 
"We're not really surprised by 
the ruling," District Attorney 
Patrick Meehan said. "Is this jus- 
tice delayed? Not really. Clearly 
the issue is that justice will not 
be denied." 
Du Pont's attorney said the mil- 
lionaire considers himself sane 
and wants to stand trial. 
Schultz, 36, was living with his 
wife and two children on du 
Pont's estate outside Philadel- 
phia while training and coaching 
at a sports complex there. After 
the shooting, du Pont, an avid gun 
collector, holed up inside his 
mansion for two days before 
police captured him. 
After du Pont's  arrest,  rela- 
tives, neighbors and wrestlers 
said he apparently had been suf- 
fering from delusions for years. 
They said he once tore up his 
mattress to get animals out, cut 
off pieces of his skin to get rid of 
"bugs from outer space" and 
thought Nazis lurked in his trees. 
He was accused of pointing a 
gun at a wrestler on his estate, 
and a neighbor said he once 
drove two Lincoln Continentals 
into a pond. Another woman said 
he drove his tank up her drive- 
way and asked, "Can your hus- 
band come out and play?" 
^Fiesta 
cT^Halr & Tanning Salons 
20 TANNING VISITS FOR $25 
832 S. Main 
352-9763 
I   SERVICE YOU CAN THUST 
' Our Technicians are ASE-Cerlilied 
' Our Service is Backed by the NAPA 
AuloCare "Peace of Mind" Warranty 
' Our Paris are Backed by the NAPA 
National Warranty Program 
BELTS/HOSE SERVICE 
Before It's Too Late... 
Let our professionals Check Yourj 
Belts For Signs Of Wear. Protect 
Your Investment & Safety! 
COOLING SYSTEM CHECK 
Our professional technicians will: 
1. Check radiator lor leaks and corrosion *fc*^( 
Check radiator cap N**^_* 
Check coolant level 
Check antifreeze concentration 
(specific gravity) 
Check water pump for leaks 
Check tension and condition 
ot tan/water pump belt 
7. Check tenston and condition 
of air conditioner belt 
8. Check upper and lower 
radiator hose and damps 
9 Check bypass hose and clamps 
10 Check heater hose and clamps 
WRIGHT TIRE & AUTO CENTER 
NEW OWNER MATT MOON   352-5155 
WE EMPLOY AutoCare 
Center 
Must present coupons 
for Special Price 
24 Hr. Towing 
Service Hours: Mon. - Fri. 7 am - 5 pm; Sat. 7 am - Noon 
NEW LOCATION 
1089 N. MAIN- BEHIND NAPA 
ALL MAJOR 
CREDIT CARDS 
ACCEPTED 
IF YOU'RE 
NEW IN 
TOWN WE 
WOULD 
LIKE 
TO BUY 
YOU A 
DRINK 
The first one's on us 
and it's a whole 5 gallons. 
BYOB 
Perrysburg Aquarium 
Over 140 Tanks of Fish 
All glass brand aquariums 
20 Gal. Tank and Fluorescent Hood $39.00 
29 Gal. Tank and Fluorescent Hood $54.00 
55 Gal. Tank and Fluorescent Hood $99.00 
Only 15 Minutes from B.G. 
420 Louisiana Ave., 
Perrysburg (419)874-6504 '        ■il 
HELP WANTED 
ifa 
SALOON. 
5630 Airport Highway 
Toledo 
line cook 
kitchen prep 
servers 
host/hostesses 
861-7827 
Just bring in your own clean containers, 
college ID, and this ad to the 
Watcrmill Express at 
1058 North Main st. 
(infrontofTCBY) 
North Location ONLY 
Sept. 26,27, 28 
noon till 6 p.m. 
Limit one coupon (ad) per person 
WE WANT TO MAKE IT 
CLEAR! 
WE HAVE THE BEST 
TASTING WATER AROUND 
Waiermill 
Express 
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Clinton signs test ban 
Robert H. Raid 
The Associated Press 
UNITED NATIONS - The 
United States and the world's 
major nuclear powers over- 
rode the objections of India on 
Tuesday and signed a global 
test ban treaty. 
President Clinton made the 
most of the gathering during 
an election year by signing the 
treaty with the same pen 
President John F. Kennedy 
used to sign the 1963 Limited 
Test Ban Treaty. After a 
10-minute address to the Gen- 
eral Assembly, Clinton went to 
New Jersey to campaign for re- 
election. 
India, one of the countries 
that must sign the treaty for it 
to become law, refused to en- 
dorse the pact because it does 
not require nuclear powers to 
scrap weapons. India borders 
China, which has nuclear 
weapons, and Pakistan, which 
is believed to be capable of 
making nuclear arms. 
Nevertheless, supporters be- 
lieve the treaty as signed will 
make It difficult for any coun- 
try to conduct nuclear test ex- 
plosions in defiance of interna- 
tional opinion. 
The 1963 treaty prohibited 
nuclear test explosions in the 
atmosphere, in space and un- 
derwater but permitted them 
underground. The 1974 
Threshold Test Ban Treaty set 
a size limit on underground 
test explosions, but the new 
treaty bans all test explosions, 
including underground blasts. 
By signing the treaty, Clin- 
ton promised to create a "bet- 
ter, safer world," one that "will 
help to prevent the nuclear 
powers from developing more 
advanced and more dangerous 
weapons. 
"It will limit the ability of 
other states to acquire such 
devices themselves. It points 
us toward a century in which 
the ... nuclear weapons can be 
further reduced and ultimately 
eliminated." 
After Clinton signed, he was 
followed by representatives of 
the world's other declared nu- 
clear powers - China, France, 
Russia and Britain. U.N. offi- 
cials said 65 countries would 
sign the treaty on Tuesday. 
Israel, which is believed to 
have nuclear capabilities, is to 
sign the treaty on Wednesday. 
Australia was credited with 
saving the treaty, which had 
foundered in Geneva when In- 
dia refused to sign the pact, by 
bringing it to the General As- 
sembly. The move followed 
widespread outrage in Austra- 
lia last year when France con- 
ducted nuclear tests in French 
Polynesia 
Reporter held 
by armed man 
Nicolas Ramirez 
The Associated Press 
GUADALAJARA, Mexico (AP) 
- A Mexican reporter was taken 
hostage as television cameras 
rolled, then freed unharmed 
Tuesday after the gunman made 
his getaway. 
"I am just getting over this," 
Carlos Cabello Wallace, 55, said 
on a television talk show that re- 
broadcast highlights of the hos- 
tage drama that began late Mon- 
day. 
After a shootout with dozens of 
police crouching on nearby roofs, 
a gunman holed up in a house 
with two women and two children 
demanded to speak with a re- 
porter, the official Notimex new 
agency reported. 
TV footage showed Cabclh 
carrying the microphone of Gu< 
dalajara's Televisa network alfi 
Hate, entering the bullet-po 
house. Cabello interviewed il 
gunman only briefly before il 
man pointed a gun at the repoi 
er's head. 
Facing the camera, the gunman 
identified himself as Francisc > 
Lopez Garcia He threatened i 
shoot   the   reporter   if   polic 
opened fire, according to Mex 
can media accounts. 
Later Monday night, the gui 
man fled in a car with the joum; 
list,  the  women   and  children 
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it's a fast and furious business world. 
Somebody 
has to 
SIT 
THE 
PACE. 
■ Adding value  Building momentum. Leading 
^0 ^^       SB the edge o( change Every day. in projects 
^^T__fNi^fft        around the globe, our multi-disciplinary teams 
M_' *    f^uS develop innovative solutions to the most complex 
business challenges As part o( this learn of 
achievement-oriented individuals, your skills *A\\ 
be developed and proven in successful engage- 
frjs _ :  ments with leading businesses Time-Warner. 
V"        Morgan Stanley. Coca-Cola and Intel are but a lew 
of the leaders *tio rely upon our Big 6 professional 
services firm. The pace is fast  The work is enhllarating. 
The rewards are many  The potential is limitless Sei*e the 
initiative and don't look back! 
To explore opportunities wrth f rnst & Young Management Consulting, 
please visit us at the listed events. 
10/2    Information Technology Presentation • The Union 
Campus Room • 7 00 - 9:00 
10/8    Career hpo 
10/21 Information Technology Pre-night ■ 7:00   9:00 
10/22 Information Technology Interviews 
For additional information, please contact Trsh Miley Hodor via c-maJ al 
pairKia hodor@ey com 
s!l ERNST AYOUNG LLP 
[rnst & Young, an EQUJI Opportunity Employer 
value* the diversity of ow worhfortt and ihe knowledge ol our people 
Jakob Rofccrup/Thc Associated PrCM 
Chrlstlania resident Villy Gregor, right, who has lived in the hippie enclave for the past 25 years, has a 
chat Wednesday with an unidentified coresident outside Gregor's shack, one of the community's 
many alternative dwellings. 
K\\\\\\\\\\^^^^ 
HAVE YOUR VOICE 
HEARD ON USG! 
Who: Any registered campus 
organization 
What: The undergraduate student 
Government has organizational 
seats for the 1996-1997 school year. 
Where: Applications are available in 404 
Student Services 
When: Deadline to Apply is Wednesday, 
October 25th by 5 pm 
Any ?????? call 2-8119 
j 
ONSTRUCTINCi 
I YOUR FUTURE? 
BUILD  YOUR  RESUME. 
Come learn how you can build your resume with The Walt Disney World* College Program. You'll be Slate lo 
earn college recognition or credit while gaining the experience of a lifetime! This is n unique opportunity to 
enhance your resume with the Disney name. 
Representatives will be on campus to answer all your questions concerning the Walt Disney World' ColltfC Progl .un 
Interviewing: AH Majors! Positions available throughout theme parks and 
resorts: .-If(rut liens. Food4fleierafe. Merchandise. UfegturtiUtg, and 
many others/Ask the Disney Representative about Special opportunities 
for students fluent in Portuguese. 
Presentation Date: Sept. 26, 1996 
Time: 6:30 p.m. 
Location: Olscamp Hall, Room 115 
For More Information Contact: Nancy Alt leri 
(419) 372-2531 
Abo visit us at OrUndo Sentinel Online on AC*, using keyword 
"Disney Jobs' or www.CareerMosak.com/an/wdw/wdwl.html 
u^^fstfEpWorld. 
Afl Equal Opportunity Emptoya' • Ora*nng Creativity From Dwaity 
<? 
«i 
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Weekend play 
not all bad 
JimTocco 
The BG News 
The Falcons lost both games in 
the Fresno State Goal Rush Clas- 
sic this past weekend. 
The losses, however, came to 
two of the best soccer teams in 
the land - Fresno State and 
Southern Methodist University - 
and here's the good news: the 
Falcons' play last weekend was 
encouraging. 
The Falcons dropped a heart- 
breaker last Friday to Fresno 
State. The Brown and Orange 
were winning 1-0 until a late sec- 
ond half goal by FSU sent the 
game into overtime. In OT, FSU 
hit the net to defend their high 
ranking, and down the Falcons, 
2-1. 
In that game, the Falcon faith- 
ful dominated almost every as- 
pect of the game, launching 24 
shots to FSU's 16, and taking an 
8-4 advantage in shots on goal. 
The statistic that matters, of 
course, is goals, and by the time 
the smoke had cleared, BG had 
lost its first match of the season.  • 
The second game, played Sun- 
day afternoon, was just too long. 
The Falcons were pitted against 
Southern Methodist, a team that 
handed the club one of their 
three losses last year. Steve 
Klein knocked home a goal in the 
first half, which was the game's 
lone tally until there were just 
under eight minutes to play. The 
Falcons caved in during the final 
minutes, letting past two goals, to 
drop their second match of the 
weekend, 2-1. Last year's loss to 
SMU was also a come-from- 
bt-hind 2-1 loss. The two matches 
are the only two meetings be- 
tween the clubs. 
'To be playing one of the best 
teams in the country and be win- 
ning, 1-0, with five minutes to go, 
and the game under control, 
that's very encouraging," said 
head coach Mel Mahler. 
"We've proven that we can 
play with the best teams in the 
nation," Mahler said. "Now we 
"We've proven that 
we can play with the 
best teams in the 
nation. Now we have 
to prove that we can 
beat them." 
Mel Mahler 
BG soccer coach 
have to prove that we can beat 
them." 
Falcon defense was on its game 
this weekend. BG got an out- 
standing performance from 
Peter Kolp, who had been on sus- 
pension due to "disciplinary ac- 
tions." Kolp was filling in for 
Brett St rang, who was sitting out 
due to a red card received in the 
match against George Washing- 
ton in the Miami Kelme Invita- 
tional. 
Team to travel to Motown 
Wednesday, the Falcons will 
play an afternoon contest against 
the University of Detroit-Mercy. 
The Falcons have taken eight of 
the nine meetings between the 
two, including last year's victory 
over the UDM Titans, 1-0, in the 
opening round of the Kwik Goal 
Classic at Cochrane Field. 
"Detroit will have to play pret- 
ty well to beat us," Mahler said. 
"We've done pretty well against 
them..." 
Earlier in the year, Mahler 
admitted that the transition from 
last weekend to this game would 
be the toughest spot in the 
schedule. The team took the red- 
eye home from California, and 
now have to turn around and 
drive to Detroit after one day of 
rest. 
Detroit, which has one of its 
best teams in recent years, has 
received consolation votes In the 
Greater Lakes Region Poll 
"There's not much difference 
between the top 20 programs and 
the next 20," said Mahler. "Any 
one of us can beat any other." 
Baseball sells for half mill 
The Associated Press 
BALTIMORE - It was sup- 
posed to have been the most 
lucrative public sale of a piece 
of sports memorabilia. 
But the $500,000 offer by 
Psychic Friends Network 
founder Michael Lasky for Ed- 
die Murray's 500th home run 
ball became the second-most 
expensive memorabilia sale 
Tuesday - eclipsed by the pre- 
vious record-holder over the 
weekend. 
A mint Honus Wagner base- 
ball card from 1910 went under 
the block then at Christies auc- 
tion house and got more than 
$600,000. 
At a news conference, com- 
plete with baseball-shaped bal- 
loons and a ragtime band, an 
armored guard brought the 
scuffed baseball up to the po- 
dium In a dirty canvas bag. 
Dan Jones, the salesman from 
Towson, Md., who caught it, 
handed it to Lasky in exchange 
for a worthless cardboard 
check. 
Jones was to get his money in 
a 20-year annuity fund at 
$25,000 a year, Lasky said. 
"For those of you that don't 
know, I'm the one that caught 
the ball," Jones said, moments 
before the exchange. 
Lasky didn't bid. He made 
one offer: $500,000. 
"I valued it at that number, I 
have no idea why," Lasky said. 
"I'm not a collector. I'm not a 
baseball fanatic. I just thought 
that's what it was worth." 
Lasky, the head of Inphoma- 
tion Communications Inc., the 
company behind Dionne War- 
wick and the Psychic Friends 
infomercial, agreed to the deal 
with Jones on Wednesday. 
The ball Murray sent over 
the fence on Sept. 6 joined him 
with Willie Mays and Hank 
Aaron as the only players to 
have reach 3,000 career hits 
and 500 home runs. 
Lasky originally wanted to 
keep the ball in a downtown ho- 
tel he partly owns. Scrapping 
that idea, he decided to let the 
public choose, by 900-number 
phone calls, to determine the 
ball's new home: the Babe Ruth 
Museum in Baltimore or the 
Baseball Hall of Fame in Coop- 
erstown, N.Y. 
The money earned from the 
95-cent cost of each phone call 
will go to the Pediatric Onco- 
logy Unit at Johns Hopkins 
University in Baltimore, Lasky 
said. 
But if the Hall of Fame wins, 
Lasky said he wants the ball in 
Baltimore through a lend-lease 
program at least three months 
a year. Until Tuesday morning, 
it sat in a Baltimore County 
NationsBank safe deposit box. 
A Brinks security guard car- 
ried it in off an armored car to 
shortly before 7:30 am. and 
guarded it until the noon news 
AP Photo 
Eddie Murray's SOOth career homerun baseball sold for $500,000 
at a memorabilia sale Tuesday. 
conference. 
After a week of publicity, 
Jones said he still doesn't know 
what he's going to do with the 
money. 
"I havent had a chance to 
think about It. Call me next 
week," Jones said. 
Murray returned to Balti- 
more from the Cleveland In- 
dians in July. Since then, the 
Orioles had been retrieving all 
his home run balls on the way 
to the magic 500. 
Murray's ball went back into 
a bank vault until its fate is de- 
cided. Lasky stood by his ap- 
praisal of its worth. 
"I was right and all of the 
collectors were wrong," he 
said. 
Club soccer team guns down foes 
Brett Thompson 
For the BG News 
The Bowling Green club soccer 
team took another step towards 
the national tournament last 
weekend by winning the fifth an- 
nual BGSU Club Soccer Classic. 
The Falcons dominated a 
strong ten team field, which in- 
cluded 1994 national champion 
Purdue University Big Ten 
powerhouse Indiana University, 
and Mid-American foe Miami 
University. 
BG first faced an overmatched 
Kent State team. The Falcons 
blew past a bewildered Kent de- 
fense en route to a 3-0 shutout. 
Freshman sensation Damon Lee 
scored his first goal of the 
season, beating the Kent goal- 
keeper with a leaping header. 
Tim Wilton and Darren Rigel also 
scored for the Falcons. 
After playing Ohio University 
to a scoreless tie, BG got back to 
its winning ways against a scra- 
ppy Central Michigan team to 
advance to the semi-finals. 
The game was nearly as sloppy 
as the weather, but BG managed 
pull off the victory. Karl Schmitt 
received a quick throw-in, drib- 
bled to the touchline, and sent a 
beautiful cross to the back post. 
Sean Smalley was there to finish 
it, giving the Falcons a 1-0 vic- 
tory. 
The Falcons would then face 
bitter rival Miami in the semi- 
finals. Miami won the Club Soc- 
cer Classic last season and BG 
returned the favor by knocking 
the Redskins out of the state 
tournament. Both teams came 
out looking for revenge. 
Miami   looked  strong   in  the 
opening minutes, slicing through 
the Falcons defense for several 
breakaway opportunities. Unfor- 
tunately for the Redskins, BG 
goalkeeper Nick Kaspar was up 
to the task, coming up with 
several brilliant saves. A charg- 
ing penalty inside the box gave 
Miami a penalty kick in the 15th 
minute, but Kaspar made another 
tremendous stop to keep the 
Redskins off the scoreboard. 
Things would only get worse 
for the Falcons  in the second 
See SOCCER, page page 8. 
Marino out with bum ankle 
The Associated Press 
DA VIE, Fla. - Not even Dan 
Marino can throw the ball with a 
crutch under his right arm. 
The most prolific passer In 
NFL history is expected to be 
sidelined three to four weeks 
with a slight fracture in his right 
ankle. 
Marino suffered the injury 
during the Miami Dolphins' first 
series Monday night in a 10-4 loss 
at Indianapolis. Bernie Kosar re- 
placed Marino and played the 
rest of the game. 
An MRI test Tuesday de- 
termined the extent of the injury. 
Because the Dolphins have a bye 
this week, Marino might miss 
only two more games - at home 
against Seattle on Oct. 6 and at 
Buffalo on Oct. 13. 
"If he doesn't have any compli- 
cations, it will be three to four 
weeks," coach Jimmy Johnson 
said. He said Kosar or Craig 
Erickson will replace Marino 
against the Seahawks. 
Once the NFL's most durable 
quarterback, the 35-year-old 
Marino has been sidelined by in- 
juries in three of the past four 
seasons. Each time his right leg 
has been involved. 
Marino sat out two games last 
year with injuries to his right 
knee and left hip, and missed the 
final 11 games of the 1993 season 
with a ruptured right Achilles 
tendon. He also had bone spurs 
removed from his right ankle in 
March 1994. 
"As time goes on, a lot of these 
injuries do relate," Johnson said. 
"But our medical people are very 
optimistic that we can rehabili- 
tate (the ankle) to the point 
where it shouldn't be any more of 
a problem than what is already 
there." 
Kosar and Erickson will get 
equal time in practice this week, 
and punter John Kidd will be the 
third quarterback. Johnson may 
be leaning toward starting the 
younger Erickson, who was 
released by Indianapolis just be- 
fore the season began and signed 
with the Dolphins on Sept. 2. 
"He hasn't had a single snap 
with the first or second unit, 
other than running the oppo- 
nents' plays," Johnson said. "But 
with his experience and know- 
ledge and intelligence,  I  think 
he'll be able to position himself to 
where he would be able to play 
next week." 
With the 32-year-old Kosar at 
quarterback against the Colts, 
the Dolphins generated just 
three points and 120 yards in 3 
quarters. He completed 15 of 22 
passes for 122 yards, but was 
sacked five times. 
"I was disappointed in our per- 
formance offensively, and the 
quarterback is a reflection of 
what we do offensively," Johnson 
said. "There were times we 
didn't execute well - both Bernie 
and the rest of the offense." 
Marino's injury occurred when 
he turned his ankle while plant- 
ing his right foot to throw a 
34-yard completion to O.J. 
McDuffie. 
Deion won't be 
bachelor soon 
The Associated Press 
McKINNEY, Texas -- 
Deion's divorce is off. 
At the request of both par- 
ties, a judge today dismissed 
the divorce petition filed by 
Carolyn Sanders, wife of the 
Dallas Cowboys wide 
receiver-cornerback. 
State district judge Verla 
Sue Holland in Collin County 
granted the joint motion filed 
by both parties. 
"The parties let the court 
now that they wish to attempt 
to   reconcile,"   said    Mike 
McCurley, Mrs. Sanders' at- 
torney. "The court was de- 
lighted about that. That's 
where we are technically and 
practically at this point" 
Mrs. Sanders filed for di- 
vorce Sept. 11 on the grounds 
of adultery and "cruel treat- 
ment." She said they had been 
married for seven years. 
Sanders said they actually 
were married in March in 
Reno, Nev. 
Mrs. Sanders, 31, was seek- 
ing temporary custody of the 
couple's 6-year-old daughter, 
Deiondra, and Deion Jr. 
SUNDAY 
ONIY 
>ECIAI 
2 LARGE PIZZAS 
leese & 1 Topping 
I 
■ Limited time offer 
No coupon necessary 
BG store ONLY 
Pizza 
353-0044 
1045 N. Main St. 
ffree (Detivery 
Hours: SUN-WED. 11-1 AM 
THURS. 11-2 AM 
FRI.4SAT. 11-2:30 AM 
$100 0FF::$1000FF 
Any Pizza or 
Two Subs 
Not valid with 
any other offer. 
'JZZOl      No .xp. date 
Cheese Bread   • 
l 
flood with        ! 
any other        • 
discount offer, 
- No exp. data    • 
Sports, Memorabilia. 
Hobbies and MORE... 
GAMES 
WORKSHOP 
IfYARHAMMER • EPIC 
NECROMUNOA 
FREE DEMOS 
Sat. 4 Sun. l-5p.m 
Complete Line of Trains 
•Bachman, Atlas, Athearn, 
plus more 
•Authorized Lionel Dealer 
Sports Memorabilia 
•Autographed Baseballs, 
Photos, Helmets. Caps 
& Much More CHECK IT OUT... 
SCALEXTRIC (Authorized Dealer) 
• 40 ft. Rack Track 
• Slot Cars 
Magic The Gathering 
• Ice Age 
4th Edition WTF 
NOW OPEN IN THE WOODLAND MALL 
(419)352-6345 
BGSU WELCOMES THIS TEAR'S 
NATIONAL SllTIEVT EXCHANGERS 
1996-1997 
Kwame Edusei 
Allison French 
John Hatcher 
Ginger Hintz 
Jeff Sypek 
Azima Walters 
Dina Winkle 
Karen Wong 
Bowie State University, MD 
Humboldt State Univ., CA 
U Mass-Amherst 
South Dakota State Univ. 
U Mass-Amherst 
Univ. of Southern Colorado 
Montana State University 
Florida International Univ. 
Good Luck and Have Fun! 
YOU TOO CAN EXCHANGE TO ANY 
ONE OF 120 COLLEGES ACROSS THE 
UNITED STATES! 
FOR DETAILS CONTACT: 
National Student Exchange Program 
310 Student Services Building 
372-2451 
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PIGSKIN 
PICKS 
SCOTT BROWN 
BG News Sports Editor 
BLAKE PARKINS 
BG News Asst. Sports Editor 
JIM TOCCO 
BG News Sports Writer 
NAME:  
PHONE:  
Fill in your picks and win! 
BG 
BG 
CMU 
UT 
UT 
UT 
FSU 
FSU 
FSU 
ND 
osu 
osu 
PEN 
PEN 
PEN 
Car 
Car 
Car 
SD 
KC 
KC 
ChiBal 
ChiBal 
ChiNO 
Ari 
Ari 
SL 
Fill out picks and return this ENTIRE graphic to Room 210 West Hall by 5 p.m Friday. This week's winner will be announced next week 
in this space. Winner will be selected by RANDOM DRAW ol those with the most correct selections. Entries limited to one per week. 
Last Week 
5-5 
Season 
12-9 
Last Week 
7-3 
Season 
14-7 
Last Week 
4-6 
Season 
10-11 
Sponsored By: 
352-9638 
440 E. Court St. 
Winner Receives: 
LARGE 
ONE ITEM 
PIZZA 
Dine in only 
LAST WEEK'S WINNER 
Beau Yoshida 
(8-2) 
Prizes can be picked up at 204 West Hall 
Marty and Joe 
for three more 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI -- Cincinnati 
Reds broadcasters Marty Bren- 
naman and Joe Nuxhall agreed to 
three-year contract extensions 
Tuesday, a day after Brennaman 
complained about front-office 
delays. 
Brennaman and Nuxhall are 
finishing their 23rd season 
together as the voices of the 
Reds. Their contracts expired 
after this season, and the Reds' 
front office had been slow to ap- 
prove verbal agreements worked 
out a month ago. 
Nuxhall, who pitched in a game 
for the Reds in 1944 at age 15, has 
considered retirement but chose 
to sign another three-year deal 
that cuts back on travel. 
Nuxhall will have the option of 
skipping up to three road trips a 
season. 
"It's the travel," he said Tues- 
day. "I'm tired of getting in at 3 
or 4 in the morning, that sort of 
thing. After 50-some years, it 
gets right old 
"It could be that I wont miss 
any games if the travel schedule 
is decent. I could do them all. We 
can't do anything until we see the 
definite schedule." 
Brennaman threatened on 
Monday to leave the team if he 
did not get a new contract by the 
end of the week. Brennaman's 
agent had a verbal agreement 
with chief executive John Allen, 
who is running the club during 
owner Marge Schott's suspen- 
sion. 
Schott was consulted about the 
deal and there was a month-long 
delay in getting approval. The 
deals were signed a day after 
National League president Len 
Coleman visited and spoke with 
Allen and Schott about club oper- 
ations. 
Coleman feigned innocence 
when asked if he talked to them 
about the broadcasters' con- 
tracts. 
"Oh, I wouldn't talk about any- 
thing like that, would I? You 
know that's up to the Reds to dis- 
cuss," Coleman said. 
Howard Jewelers 
is where it's at! 
Located in th» Woodland Mall 
Cincinnati Reds commentators Joe Nuxall and Marty Brennaman  I  23rd year with the Red's. AP Photo 
agreed to a three-year contract extension. The duo are finishing their 
Pay for play in Goodwill Games 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK - With $5 million 
§ 
i 
i 
i i 
$$$ NEED MONEY? $$$ 
Want to bring an ethnic arts event to BGSU? 
Need some help to make it happen? 
E-C-A'P 
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program 
372-2222 
First Fall Deadline: October 1 
V S: 
5£ 
^ ^ v 
^ 
in prize money and a pared-down 
schedule of television-friendly 
sports, the 1998 Goodwill Games 
will try to reverse a trend of red 
ink and empty seats. 
Officials unveiled a $25 million 
marketing and promotion cam- 
paign Tuesday for the fourth edi- 
tion of the games, the brainchild 
of media mogul Ted Turner. 
To lure bigger audiences in the 
stands and on TV, and thus at- 
tract sponsors with deeper pock- 
ets, the schedule for the '98 
games in New York City and its 
Long Island suburbs will be cut 
in half, from 24 sports to 12. 
Gone are such Olympian but 
low-viewership events as ar- 
chery, judo, rowing, canoeing, 
team handball and taekwando. 
Among the sports taking center 
stage will be track, swimming, 
diving, basketball and the 
favorites of female viewers, fig- 
ure skating and gymnastics. 
"We are trying to create a 
marketable as well as a 
TV-friendly product," said Har- 
vey Schiller, president of Turner 
Sports. 
Competition will be limited to 
the best eight athletes or teams 
in each event. They will be lured 
by that $5 million pool, the 
biggest amount of prize money 
ever awarded in an international 
muItisport event. 
And to kick off the competi- 
tion's leaner look, the games pre- 
sented Michael Johnson, double 
gold medalist at the Atlanta 
Olympics and the first athlete 
officially committed to New 
York '98. 
"These Goodwill Games will be 
different," Johnson said. "They 
are going all out to make them a 
really big deal." 
SOCCER 
Continued from page page 7. 
half. A heated scuffle resulted in 
a red card for BG defender Jeff 
Shively and the team was forced 
to play a man down for the final 
25 minutes. 
This only seemed to ignite the 
Falcons, as they quickly took 
control of the game. BG fired an 
endless barrage of shots at the 
Miami goalkeeper. Perry Kraft 
finally found the net with 
minutes to play, burying a direct 
kick and sending the crowd into a 
frenzy. 
The celebration proved to be 
short-lived, though, when Miami 
converted another penalty kick 
with 30 seconds left in the game, 
sending it to overtime. 
After two scoreless overtimes, 
the match would be, fittingly, de- 
cided by penalty kicks. Each 
team converted their first four 
kicks, leaving it up to Nathan 
Lee. Lee calmly curled his shot 
inside the post and then watched 
on as Ka.sp.-ir sent Miami home 
with yet another big save. 
BG travels to Columbus Satur- 
day to play the Buckeyes. Game 
time is 2 p.m. 
Power Macintosh' 7200 
PowerPC'601/120 MHz/16MB RAM 
12GB/8X CD-ROM/15 'display 
Macintosh' Mot™' 6290 
603t/IOO MHz/HMB RAM/12GB 
4XCDR0M/288 modem/14'deploy 
Powar Macintosh' 52*6 
PowerPC-603e/IOOMHz/l6MBRAM 
800MB/4X CD-ROM/If deploy 
Save $100 on an Apple printer 
when you buy a Maca 
BGSU  Computer  Sales  and Rental  Office 
129  Hayes   Hall,      372-7724 
For more   information  look us up at 
http://vAAv.bgsu.edu/departments/ucs/csar/ 
•prices  include handling and tax. 
Free  one-year Apple warranty. 
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Labor 
talks at 
impass 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK - Basebalfs 
ruling executive council 
and the owners' labor poli- 
cy committee held separate 
conference calls Tuesday, 
but didn't make any de- 
cisions about restarting 
talks with the union. 
The council spent most of 
its call debating the status 
of three players taken in 
last June's amateur draft 
and decided to make the top 
picks of Minnesota, Mon- 
treal and San Francisco 
free agents. 
Management negotiator 
Randy Levine, who nego- 
tiated most of the details of 
an agreement during three 
days of talks from Aug. 
9-11, has been on hold while 
owners decide their next 
step. 
Union head Donald Fehr 
has said it would be diffi- 
cult for players to ratify a 
deal after the regular 
season ends, casting doubt 
on the owners' plan to start 
interleague play next 
season. Teams can't start 
interleague play without 
the union's approval, leav- 
ing the 1997 schedule is on 
hold. 
"I spoke with Randy but 
there was nothing substan- 
tive," Fehr said. "He said 
he was awaiting the sub- 
stance of the two calls. 
Either the executive 
council or the labor com- 
mittee might hold another 
call Wednesday. 
Buckeyes face first challenge 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS, Ohio ~ His 
fourth-ranked Ohio State team 
has won its first two games by an 
average score of 71-4, but coach 
John Cooper isn't worrying about 
how to avoid running up the 
score at No. 5 Notre Dame Satur- 
day. 
"Our players know that's not 
going to happen," Cooper said 
Tuesday at his weekly news con- 
ference. "We're going to be 
tested a lot more than we have in 
the first two games." 
That wouldn't take much. Ohio 
State has scored on 20 of 26 pos- 
sessions -- 19 of them touch- 
downs - in pounding Rice 70-7 in 
the opener and Pittsburgh 72-0 
Saturday. Both games were be- 
fore a sea of scarlet and gray at 
Ohio Stadium. 
On the other hand, Notre Dame 
has had to come from behind in 
the fourth quarter twice on the 
road in beating Vanderbilt 14-7 
and sixth-ranked Texas 26-24 
Saturday on Jim Sanson's 
39-yard field goal as time ran out. 
In between, the Fighting Irish 
pasted Purdue 35-0. 
"They've been tested and we 
haven't been," Cooper said. 
"Maybe that gives them an edge, 
I don't know. I'm anxious to find 
out how we'll respond." 
Ohio State will be traveling to 
South Bend for the first time in 
60 years. A loss and the Buckeyes 
can all but forget a shot at their 
first national championship since 
1968. 
"In terms of national rankings 
and prestige and bragging rights 
for years and years and years to 
come - that's why it's an impor- 
tant ball game," Cooper said. 
"Obviously, the team that wins 
this game is going to move up in 
the polls. Then if you start to look 
ahead, you can see that Florida 
and Florida State are going to 
Ohio State quarterback Stanley Jackson (8) avoids Pitt defender Jason Soboleskl for a touchdown. 
play later on. 
"But I have not sat down and 
talked to our football squad 
about, 'Hey, you win this game 
and you're going to win the 
national championship.'" 
The dilemma for Cooper is that 
in its first two games that it 
hasn't had to make any plays 
under pressure. 
"Almost everything we've 
done this year has worked," said 
backup quarterback Joe Ger- 
maine. "That's most likely not go- 
his team has been so dominating    ing to be the case this week." 
A year ago, Ohio State trailed 
the Irish late in the third quarter 
but took advantage of Notre 
Dame mistakes to roll to a 45-26 
victory before the largest crowd 
ever at Ohio Stadium, 95,537. 
Cooper said the Irish are better 
on defense and just as good on 
offense. 
"They're more physical on the 
defensive side of the ball than 
they have been in past years. And 
they're very athletic. Their line- 
backers all can run. And the peo- 
ple up front are all 275 and 280 
pounds," Cooper said. 
61** 5M*; 
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The BG News 
Classified 
Ads 
372-6977 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
1996 FALL BIATHLON 
Saturday. Oct. 5.1996 
The Recreational Sports Biathlon includes a 
1/2    mi      swim    and    a    5k    tun. 
MaJe/Female/co-ed/pred«ct)on entries   Sign 
up in the Intramural office @ the University 
Field House by 4:00pm Thurs.. Oct   3   Fo< 
more info call 372-2711 
A Cup ol Culture 
We will have our regular meeting on this 
Wednesday. Want to find out who is the 
speaker for today? Come and join us. Free re- 
freshments will be served. 
Organized and Sponsored by: 
World Sludeni Association 
Place: Otf-Campus Student Center 
Time: 3:30-4:30pm. Wednesday, 9/25 
ALL BG STUDENTS 
PARTYATPERRY 
FREE FOOD 
PRIZES and GIVEAWAYS 
andBLITZEN!!!'! 
1 30 @ STADIUM 
PARTY ATPERRY 
BE THERE!!!! 
All Education Majors 
BGSEA will have a membership drive Mon  - 
f Thurs. from 9 30 until 3 00 in the Educ. Bldg. 
Fn. Sept 27ih it will pe tn :ne unon Foyer 
All Freshman 
It you or you parents 
ordered the Freshman 
Beginnings Book, and if 
you have not picked it up (and that 
is nearly all ol you) you can 
get it on the following dates 
Sun. Sept. 229-4. at the UAA 
Mud Volleyball Tourney 
{Behind the Field House) 
Tues Sept 17 9pm at the UAA 
General Meeting, (location TBA) 
Sat Sept 28 2-3 30 
Doyt Perry Stadium before the game 
At the CaV Conversation 
Wed 2.30-4 30 
FREE Cookies and Coffee 
ATTENTION ORGANIZATION PRESIDENTS 
Don't be eft out of the ' 997 Key Yearbook 
Call Jennifer at 372 6753 to have your 
Organization photographed for the yearbook. 
BGSU CLUB BASEBALL 
IF INTERESTED 
CALL 372-472S 
Come to St. Marks & jo.n our "C.rcie ol 
Fnends If you are 18 to 30 we warn you'Be at 
the City Park mam shelter Sun . Sept 29 at 
400pm for a Weco<-e Back cookout ft a 
chance to meet new fnends For more informa- 
tion caillj*jssicaat^52-75i0  
Criminal Justice Organization 
Guest Speaker Trooper Zmtei 
State Highway Patrol 
Wed. Sept 25.9 15pm 
Rmil7BA 
Everyone Welcomei 
STUDY ABROAD FINANCIAL AID MEET- 
ING 
Come learn how your financial aid applies to a 
study abroad experience on Wednesday. Sep- 
tember 25 at lOOOam m 1104 Offennauer 
West i Please call 20309 if you have any ques- 
tions 
Tired of the same old mus c7 
Trade-in or buy used CD's 
at the 
Used CD Sale 
Sept 24-26 10 Mam - 3 30pm 
Education Steps 
For more info, can 2-7164 
Sponsored by UAO 
Evening in Pans 
On Fit, Sept. 27th. the FRENCH HOUSE will 
be hosting an "Evening m Pans" featuring fine 
French cuisine. Seating is available from 
6:30-9.30 To make reservations call 2-2671. 
Only $5lo< an evening in Paris; what a deal' 
Get Involved 
Dance Marathon 
Committee applications available 
440 Student Services 
Return by October 2nd 
HEATLY FOOD CHECK-UP 
Cunous as to how healthy you're eating? 
Come find out on Tues 1:30-2-30 or 
Thurs. 10-11:00 at the Center tor 
Weiiness and Prevention (2nd Poor 
Student Health Center.) Call today 
for your tree nutntionaJ assesment 
372-WELL 
Mock College Bowl 
Wed Sept. 25.7:00pm 
Kohl Hall Locked Lounge 
For more info call 2-7164 
Sponsored by UAO 
PARTY ATPERRY 
ALL BG STUDENTS 
FREE FOOD 
PRIZES and GIVEAWAYS 
andBLITZEN1!1!! 
1:30 ©STADIUM 
PARTY AT PERRY 
BE THERE!" 
Sales ft Marketing Club-Info Meeting 
Gam practical enpenence that will help you im- 
prove your networking, leadership, communi- 
cation and organizational skills' Free Food' 
Wednesday Sept. 25 @8pm In BA 103 
SPIRIT DAY!!!'! 
Friday Sept. 27 
9:30-11:00am 
Outside the University Bookstore 
FREE Coffee, cider, A donuts 
TURNING POINTS 
An informal discussion group 
About eating disorders, weight issues 
& normal eating 
Beginning Wed. Oct. 2 
Meets330 500pm 
To register call 372 2061 
Co sponsored by Counseling Center 
& Student Health Service 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED! 
1996 Recreational Sports Biathlon 
Saturday. October 5.1996 
Sign up m the Student Rec Center 
Mam Office by Thurs Oct. 3 
AD volunteers receive a 
Free Biathlon T-shirt 
for mors mfo call 372-2711 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST- Grey Jewelry Case 
on BG campus 
Large reward - 372-6316 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Are you anxious about speaking in front of 
others or giving presentations? 
Bnef workshops are now being offered tor 
speaking anxiety through the  Psychological 
Si-v PW Ci?n:er Call 37? 2540 to Sign-up 
FREE CELLULAR PHONE 
SOmins Free Aim me each month 
Student Rates Avail. 
AMERICAN CELLULAR ONE 
419356 2005 
Ask for Tadek 
Newman's Marathon 
1966-1996 
'Your Full Service Station' 
Oft Street Parking - 110 Cnm St across from 
KoriHaii Pncereduced 354-0110 
Pregnant' 
Free pregnancy tests Confidential and caring 
354 4673 BG Pregnancy ZPW  
SKYDIVE NOW IN BOWLING GREEN 
Student A group discounts Visa A MC accept- 
ed. 10 mms from BGSU 
SKYDIVE BG 352-5200 
The Canoe Shop, 
ML* 
Black Swamp Outfitters 
40 S. RIVER ROAD 
WATERVILLE, OH 
15 minutes North ol BGSU 
Rt. 64 lo Walerville 
878-3700 
FALL SALE SPECIALS 
SAKE 
.Lowe 
"alpine 
Backpacks Contour TV Contour HI Sirocco 
FajUHikincjBootSAJLH 
SAVE - SAVE - SAVE 
10% to #H% 
on all: 
Merrell • Tecnica • Asolo 
Talented, responsible stay-at-home mom look- 
ing tor steady work that can be done at home 
Skills include proofreading, superior oral and 
written communications, graphic design, and 
typing. Have own IBM-compatible PC. laser 
printer, and lax capabilities. Will also do as- 
sembly work or mailings References available. 
Please call Valerie at 419/686-5035. 
PERSONALS 
ALL BG STUDENTS 
PARTY AT PERRY 
FREE FOOD 
PRIZESand GIVEAWAYS 
andBLITZEN!!!! 
1:30@STADIUM 
PARTY AT PERRY 
BETHERE!!! 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA'ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
The sisters of Alpha Chi want to 
congratulale Krstie Norman on her 
engagement to Todd Heron 
Best Wishes" 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA ■ ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
ALPHA CHI' ALPHA CHI" ALPHA CHI 
The sisters ol Alpha Chi Omega would 
like to congratulate Shannon Bracken 
on her engagement to Joey Kornasiewcz 
BestWishosi 
ALPHA CHI" ALPHA CHI * ALPHA CHI 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA * ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega 
want to congratulate Chelsea 
Mennega on her pearling to Adam 
Wilson Irom Oho University! 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA ' ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA * ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega 
would like to congratulate Heather Hall 
on her engagement to Pi Kappa Phi 
Chad Alberts Best Wishes" 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA ' ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA * ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
The sisters of Alpha Chi want to 
congratulale Jill D-c«ensheetson 
her pearling to Sg Ep Mike Tangeman. 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA ■ ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
The sisters of Alpha Xt Delta would like 
to congratulate Rachel Williams 
on her engagement to 
West Point's Cadet Daniel McTigue'" 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
AOTT'PHI PSI'AOTT 
BATHTUB RACES ARE COMING 
BATHTUB RACES ARE COMING 
BATHTUB RACES ARE COMING 
AOTT* PHI PSI" AOTT 
AOTT ' RUSH * AOTT ' RUSH 
Come meet the sisters of 
Alpha Omcron Pi 
tonight lor an open rush 
party o' the AOTT house 
8 00 & 9 00 pm 
AOTT ' RUSH * AOTT ' RUSH 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!1! Grants A 
scholarships available from sponsors!!! No 
prepayments, ever!!! SSJCash lor col- 
legeSSS   For info: 1-600-243-2435. 
ATTENTION STUDENI" ORGANIZATIONS 
PUBLICITY OFFFICERS - Mark your calen- 
dars for this year's Publicity Workshop on 
Wednesday. October 9. 1996 at 7:00pm m the 
Alumni Room of the Un on Get GREAT infor- 
mation on advertising events on campus from 
the Associate Director of Public Relations. For 
more information call the Student Lile Office at 
372-2843 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 
Try our amazing array of 
Imports and Domestics1 
Over 50 Different Types' 
Located Across the street 
from [he smokestack 
440 E. Court St. 
CS/MISMa|orsi 
Bnng those resumes and 
unofficial transcripts to the 
CO-OP OFFICE MOW" 
Procter 6 Gamble. GE Aircraft A 
Mead Corp. are coming to 
interview m October m 
Deadlines approaching 2-2451 for details 
FREE CRAZY BREAD 
at Little Caesars 
with purchase ol i large pizza 
at regular price 
Call today -354 6500 
We have FREE delivery 
Limit of one order 
DINNER 
I -46 North Main Bowling Green 
DELTA SIGMA PI 
Meel the Brolhers On-Campusi 
2nd Fir. Sludeni Services. Sept. 25. 8-1 Opm 
Don't Miss Outl 
FREE FINANCIAL AID1 
Over $6 Billion in public and private sector 
grants and scholarships is now available. All 
students are eligible regardless of grades, in- 
come or paronl's income. Let us help. Call Stu 
dont Financial Services 1 -800-6495 
eat F55445 
mttun 
Coffee, Cider a Donulsll 
SPIRIT DAY 
Friday Sept. 27 
9:30am-11:00am 
Outside the University Bookstore 
Gel Involved 
Dance Marathon 
Committee applications available 
440 Student Services 
Return by October 2nd 
HAVE YOUR VOICE HEARD ON USGI 
Who: Any registered Campus Organization 
What:    The    Undergraduate    Sludeni 
Government 
has organizational seats for the 1996-97 
school year. 
Where: Applications are available m 404 Stu- 
dent Services 
When: DEADLINE to apply is Wednesday. Oc- 
tober 25 by 5pm Any ?? s Call 2-8119 
HELDOVER 
SENIOR PICTURES 
Have Been emended through Wed . Sept 25 
Call 1 800 969 1338 now 
Sittings are very limited. 
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FUG 
FOOTBALL OFFICIALS APPLICATIONS AND 
TAKE-HOME TESTS MAY BE PICKED UP IN 
130 UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE. THEY 
MUST BE RETURNED BY OCT. 1. MANDA- 
TORY TRAINING CLINIC IS WED. OCT. 2. 
6 10PM  
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE INDEPEND 
ENT AND FRATERNITY ICE HOCKEY ■ OCT. 
7; WOMEN'S INNERTUBE WATER POLO - 
E OCT 8: ALL ENTRIES DUE IN 130 FIELD 
HOUSE BY 4 00PM ON DUE DATE  
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE COED 
4-PLAYER VOLLEYBALL ■ SEPTEMBER 30; 
WOMEN'S AND COED FUG FOOTBALL - 
E OCTOBER 1. MEN'S FUG FOOTBALL - 
E OCTOBER 2: M.W.C BIATHLON - OC- 
IOHIII3  
Looking for new tunes? 
Come to the Used CD Sale 
Sept 24 - 2S, 10:30am. 3:30pm 
Education Steps 
Trade-ins are welcome 
For more info, call 2-2343 
Sponsored by UAO 
PARTY ATPERRY 
ALL BO STUDENTS 
FREE FOOD 
PRIZES and GIVEAWAYS 
andBLITZEN1!!!! 
1:30® STADIUM 
PARTY AT PERRY 
BETHEREUI 
Promote a Balanced Lile 
Women's Sell Esteem Group 
Meeting Weekly 
Build Sell-Esteem 
Become More Assertive 
Reduce Stress 
Strengthen Relationships 
Call 372-9355 
Center lor Weiiness & Prevention 
SENIOR PICTURES 
Anyone graduating m December. May. or Au- 
gust call now to schedule an appointment 
372 8086 
WHAT A GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFT 
FOR YOUR PARENTS! 
SPIRIT DAY!!!! 
Friday Sept. 27 
9:30.11:00am 
Outside the University Bookstore 
FREE Coltee. Cider, a Donula 
TAKE A REAL ROAD TRIPI 
Over 120 colleges m the US like Colorado. 
Florida or California al m-state tuition lees lor a 
year or a semester Attend a 
National Student Exchange Info Session! 
Friday. Sept 27th at 1:30pm 
3rd Floor Union, State Room 
Call Co-op program. 2-2451 for information* 
Women's Self Esteem Group 
Meeting Weekly 
Buld Sell-Esteem 
Become more Assertive 
Reduce Stress 
Strengthen Relationships 
Promote a Balanced Life 
Call 372 9355 
Center for Weiiness a Prevention 
reej»sv-ejr*w.-e»»w** 
BUZZ 106.5 
SHOWDOWN 
BATTLE OF THE 
BANDS 
Wednesday, S«pl. 25 
Tomorrow's Clown 
9A.ian Streak 
Girth 
Bands Start at 9:00 p.m. 
Sun's gone. It'a tanning time. 
Campus Tanning -11 visits $25 
352-7889 
WANTED 
Seeking help learning to use BG e-mail, In- 
ternet and word processing programs Will pay 
tutorial fee • negotiable. Call 419-385-7462 or 
leave message m box 69?6 m Mosley Hall 
WANTED; Are you interested In finding out 
how your diel checks out? Then we want 
you to be a part ol 
HEALTHY FOODCHECK-UPI 
For a FREE dietary analysis and 
consultation, call the Center for 
Weiiness and Prevention at 372-WELL 
HELP WANTED 
01 Awesome Trips! Hundreds of Stu- 
dents An Earning Free Spring Break 
Trips ft Money! Sell B Tripe ft Go Free! 
Bahamas Cruise $279, Cancun ft Ja- 
maica $399, Panama CHy/Daylone $1191 
www.sprlngbroaktrsvel.com 
1-600 676-6386 
$1750 weekly possible 
mailing our circulars. 
For info, call 301 -306-1207 
ATTENTION PSYCHOLOGY. EDUCATION. 
SOCIAL WORK AND SOCIOLOGY MAJORS: 
Gain valuable work experience related to your 
major. Big Brothers/Big Sisters of North- 
western Oh* is m need of a part-time re- 
ceptionist. Duties include general office man- 
agement, as well as assisting the Caseworker 
with volunteer orientation arid screening, and 
public relations events. A flexible schedule, in- 
cluding some evening and weekend hours >s 
required Please fax your resume to: 
352-9679 
Cashiers Wanted Barney's Convenient Mart 
1091 N. Mam St Accepting applications. Bene- 
fits and 3rd shift dillerentia! Apply in person 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING 
Earn up to $2000./month working on Cruise 
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World Travel 
Seasonal ft full-time employment available. No 
expennce necessary For more information 
call 1-206-971-3550 ext CSS447 
Earn cash slutting envelopes at home. All 
materials provided. Send SASE to PO Box 
824. Olalhe.KS 66051.  
EMACO Cleaning immediately hiring pi time 
positions. Transportation required Competitive 
wages. 419-833-4567 or 419-833-2345. leave 
message  
Experienced cook wanted pan-time Flexible 
hours. Apply at BG Country Club. 923 Fair- 
viow Call 352-3100 
Faculty couple seeks babysitter for infant 
twins. MWF mornings or afternoons. Refer- 
ences required 352-0189 
FREE T-SHIRT* $1000 
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, sorori- 
ties, and groups. Any campus organization can 
raise up to$l000 by earning a whopping 
$5.00WISA application Call 1 800 9324)528 
ext 65. Qualified callers receiveFREE 
T-SHIRT. 
Get Paid Back for the pounds you lose 
New Metabolism Breakthrough 
Guaranteed Results Call (303) 661 0162 
Graphic Designer Part-Time 10 hrs. per week - 
must have computer access. Send resume and 
sample work to Network Services 116 W. 
Front Si Suite A. Findlay. OH 45840. 
Great Sales ft Marketing Opportunity. 
Full or Part time. Have drive lo succeed 
A desire to learn? Must be ab*e to 
make cold sales calls by phone A in 
person Salary by commission. 
Call LCE at 352-5654 or Co-op Office 
for more information. Deadline Oct. 4 
Market Research Interviewers 
Flexible schedule • ideal job lor college stu- 
dents. $5.25 per hour Call 352 8115 ext 
209 or apply at 13330 Bishop Rd . BG 
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING 
Poetiona  are   now   available   at   Nstlonal 
Psrks, Forests ft Wildlife Preserves. Excel- 
lent    Benefits    ft    bonuses!    Call: 
1-206-971-3620 ext. NS5446.  
Now hiring assistant managers, shift managers 
ft in store - up to $6.50vhr. Full or part-time, 
flexible hours. Weekends a must Please sop 
by Papa Johns Pizza. 826 S Mam. next to Big 
Lots  
Part-time Secret Shoppers needed lor local 
stores. $10 25 plus hr. plus FREE producis 
Call now (310) 364-2242.  
Part-lime or FuH-time he'p needed 
$ 1 25 Bonus for night ft weekend hours. 
Apply m person at Marathon Station on 
Front Street in Grand Rapids 
Pi Time floral designer ft customer service 
Weekdays and Weekends Exp. pref but will 
train Send resume to: Klotz Floral ft Garden 
Center 906 Napoleon Rd BG. c/oNancy. 
PT/FT. $10.25 plus hr Answer phones local 
area. Flexible hours No experience neces- 
sary. Ca'l now (3iQ| 364-2251  
Sportmg goods manufacturing company look- 
ing lor reliable person to service area lootbali 
teams. Excellent pay. Call Mr. Fields 
1 4193698448 
SPRING BREAK! 
Earn cash! Highest Commissions 
Lowest Prices! Travel Free only 13 sales 
Free Info! Cell 1-800-426-7710 
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM 
Sub lor Paper Route 
neod dependable car 
about 3 hrs/$21.00 
Afternoons 
Call Kay 352-4636 
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK 
Make up lo $2S-$45 per hour teaching basic 
conversanonal English in Japan. Taiwan or S 
Korea No toaching background or Asian lan- 
guages required. For information call. 
(206)971-3570 ext J55444 
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING 
Entry level positions available worldwide (Ha 
wan. Mexico. Carnbean etc.) Waitstaff. 
housekeepers, SCUBA dive leaders, fitness 
counselors and more. Call Resort Employment 
Services. 1-2O6-97i-36O0exi R5S444  
UPTOWN Coat Check 
See manager, M-TTR-F 
6 -11pm 
Help Wanted! 
Restaurant cook for the Silver River Cafe 
located in the Kreisoher Dining Center 
IS.OOmr. Monday - Friday 4-9pm 
Musi be a luHnme BGSU Student 
Contact Barb Ensman 372-7938 
Lawn maintenance positions available 
Part and Full-Time 
Call Knickerbocker Lawns 352 5822 
Looking lor a career and not just a job? Provid- 
ing care and training to adults with mental re- 
tardation/developmental disabilities is a re- 
warding and challenging career opportunity 
Several part-ume and sub positions now avail 
able $7.S5/lv. after 90 days $905 - 
a $14.77/hr based upon expenence Sick 
leave and vacation benefits for part-time em- 
ployees Expenence not required Many part- 
ume positions available in Bowling Green, Por- 
tage and Walbndge. Application may be ob- 
tained from the Wood County Board ol 
MR/DD. Entrance B, 11160 E. Gypsy Lane 
Rd . BG. 8O0am - 4 30 pm EOE 
500 
OFF 
anyone 
washer or 
drop off service 
Attendant on duty 9am - 9pm 
expires 12/30/96 
Limit one coupon p»i visit 
KIRK'S COIN 
LAUNDRY 
709 S. Main St. 
352-0397 
Open 24 Hours ' Napoleon I 
FOR SALE 
'86 Chev. Nova, 4 door, hatchback 
a.c, automatic, runs good, $375 
Call 372-8328 
1987 Gold Pontiac Fiero 
5-speed. 90.000 mi. sunroof 
$2500 080 Call 354-0423 
89' Ponoac Sunbird 
White, automatic. $4500 
372-4173 
THE TIME TO PLAN FOR YOUR FUTURE IS 
NOW!! 
T.A S.P. International is currently looking for 
hard working, motivated students to Ml man- 
agement positions lor the summer ol 1997. 
Positions are filled on a first come, first quali- 
fied basis in the following areas: all suburbs of 
Cleveland. Akron. Canton. Columbus. Dayton 
Youngsiown. Cincinnati, and Toledo II you are 
looking to build your resume, gain valuable ex 
penence. and find out more about our man- 
age-neni program please call 1 800-543-3792 
FOR RENT 
1 Female subieaser needed. Spring 1997. 3 
bedroom house, close lo campus, own room, 
$175 a month ft electric gas Ask for Tiffany 
354-3106. 
3 room house w'garage 
Great porch, yard and bathroom 
722 Elm St 
Contact Shelly 353 8003 or 372 7324 
Male Roommate Needed 
Can have own room 
352-1576, Ask lor Andrew 
One bedroom apartment for renl 
Smgte or Grad students 
Street Parking Available 
Call Manon @ Newman's Marathon 
353-1311 
One female subieaser for Spring "97 Close to 
campus Call 352-5759 Ask tor Lisa 
Roommate needed Immediately 
$260 a month 
352-0579 
■ iCOu£GE WT>€U.iA. 
Steamboat 
WORL0 CLASS SKIINO. 
THE ULTIMATE NIGHTLIFE 
754-8447 
<\ 
WELCOME 
To the 1996-1997 Entertainment Directory! 
In order to help you fully enjoy the Bowling Green dining experience, we've com- 
piled a list of local restaurants for you. Included is the name, address, phone, 
atmosphere, average cost of a meal, owner's name, how long they have been a 
part of BG, and their hours of operation. 
BW 3 
176 E. Wooster   353-2999 
Casual 
$5.00 
Jerry Glatt & Chick Campbell 
2 yrs. 
Barry's Bagels 
522 E. Woooster   354-0011 
Casual 
$4.00 
Ralph Balder 
3 yrs. 
Big Boy Restaurants 
1006 N. Main   352-5131 
1540 E. Wooster   352-3531 
Quality Family Restaurant 
$4.00 
Over 20 yrs. 
Bob Evans Restaurant 
1726 E. Wooster   352-2193 
Casual 
$5.50 
Bob Evans 
Approx. 9 yrs 
Bowl-N-Greenery 
Union 
Fresh Soups and Salads, and Entrees 
Check the BG News Daily for Special 
$5.00 
Brewster's 
135 N. Main   353-6912 
Sports Bar 
Meals: $4.95 
Nick Tolkes 
16 months 
Hours: M-F: 3pm - 2:30am, 12 - 2:30 
Sat. 
Burger King 
1272 N., Main   352-2877 
Casual 
$3.50 
at least 10-12 years 
Cafe Shadeau 
902 E. Wooster   353-8211 
Southern European, Cozy, Classical 
Music 
$6.00 
Rich Mariea 
4yrs. 
Casey's Original Hamburgers 
1025 N. Main   352-9113 
Friendly 
$4.50 
Fred Green 
Approx. 20 yrs. 
Chi-Chl's Mexican Restaurant 
1616 E. Wooster   352-8566 
Family Oriented 
$8.00 
3 yrs. 
The China Restaurant 
1234 N. Main   352-8230 
892 S. Main   353-1231 
Formal Dining/Free Delivery/Drive 
Thru 
$3.95 Lunch $6.95 Dinner 
John Jang 
8 Yrs. 
College Station 
1616 E. Wooster   352-1223 
Casual, DJ Service, Dancing Avail. 
Dave Meak 
14 1/2 yrs. 
Hours: 1 lam-2:30am M-S, Sun 6 pm- 
2:30am 
Corner Grill 
200 N. Main   353-3858 
Different atmoshpere depending on 
the time of day 
$5.00 
Linda Stacy 
over 50 yrs. 
Cosmo's Cafe 
Relaxed, hip kind of joint, featuring 
artwork 
Coffee under $1, drinks to $2.85 
David Pickering 
3yrs. 
Hrs: 7:30am - midnight, S-S 
Mclntyre's 
HOW. Poe   353-1890 
Family dining 
$6.00 
Jeff Mclntyre 
Since Feb...Student Owned & Oper- 
ated 
Dairy Queen 
434 E. Wooster   352-8042 
Casual & Friendly 
$3.50-$5.00 
Chip Myles 
at least 27 yrs. 
Dibenedetto's Pizza Pasta & 
Subs 
1432 E. Wooster    352-4663 
Pleasant 
$4.00 
Ralph DiBenedetto 
16-17 yrs. 
East of Chicago Pizza 
1068 N. Main   352-3080 
Casual 
Under $5.00 
Corporately owned 
Easy Street Cafe 
104 S. Main   353-0988 
Casual, Comfortable, & Fun 
$5-$12 
Vic Pirooz 
10 yrs. 
Hrs. of operation: Weekdays, down- 
stairs: 11-11 weekends 11 - mid- 
night, Upstairs: everynight until 2am 
(except Sundays) 
Elks Lodge Meeting & Banquet 
Facility 
200 Cambell Hill   352-2149 
Great 
$8.00 
Fraternal Organization 
95 Yrs. 
Falcon's Nest 
Union 
Fresh Grill $3-5 
Pizza Outlet $4.50-$ 12 (Til 3S-Th) 
Bakery Deli 
Frlcker's Restaurant 
1720 E. Wooster   354-2000 
Food, Fun, Sports & Spirits 
$3.50 
Ray & Theresa Frick 
4 yrs. 
Friendly's Restaurant 
1027 N. Main   352-4178 
Casual 
$5.40 
Around 20 yrs. 
Gamer's 
893 S. Main   352-9780 
BG's Wildest Place to Party! 
$4 
Chuck Close & Omar Sadin 
9 yrs. 
Hours: M-Tr, S&S: llam-2:30am 
F 7:00-2:30am 
Godfrey's Family Restaurant 
1021 S. Main   352-0123 
Family Atmosphere 
$5.50 
Todd Shuster 
13 yrs. 
Grounds for Thought 
174 S. Main   354-3266 
Relaxing/Comfortable coffee shop, 
bookstore 
$5.00 
Kelly & Laura Wicks 
Since Oct. 1989, games to play, much 
to read 
Hrs. of operation: 7- midnight 
everday 
Junction Bar & Grill 
110 N. Main   352-9222 
Patio, Relaxed 
$6.00 
John Wrightmeyer & Bill Baum 
4-5 yrs. 
Hrs. of Operation: Rest: 11 am-10pm 
Weekdays, 1 lam-11pm Weekends; 
Bar: All week till 2am, with the down- 
stairs also open 
KFC 
1020 N. Main 352-2061 
Friendly 
$3.99 
Bagshaw Enterprises 
At least 6yrs. 
Kaufman's 
163 S. Main   352-2595 
1628 E. Wooster   354-2535 
Family style & Very relaxed 
$5.00 
Stan Kaufman 
40 yrs. 
Kermit's Family Restaurant 
307 S. Main   354-1388 
Casual 
$4.00 
Jim Maas 
9yrs. 
Main Street Diner 
854 S. Main   353-8423 
50's - 60's Theme, old style diner 
$2.25 - $7.95 
Lyn Belcher 
56 weeks 
Hrs. of operation: Closed Mon., Tues. 
- Sat. 6:00-8:00: Sun. 8:00-2:30 
Marco's 
1045 N. Main   353-0044 
Casual/Friendly 
$7.00 
Gino Harb 
8yrs. 
Mark Pi's China Gate 
1616 E. Wooster   352-9153 
Casual 
$3.95 
Mary Piao 
10 yrs. 
McDonalds 
1050 S. Main   352-7474 
1470 E. Wooster   353-9871 
Friendly, Upbeat 
Valued Price Combos 
26 yrs. 
Mr. Spots 
125 E. Court   352-7768 
Casual 
$6.00 
Jim Gavarone 
10 yrs. 
Myles' Pizza 
300 E. Wooster   354-4660 
Casual 
$3-$4 
Chip Myles 
20 yrs. 
Pagliai's Pizza 
945 S. Main   352-7571 
Relaxed 
$5.50 
Robin Nicholson 
Since 1967 
Papa John's 
826 S. Main   352-PAPA 
Friendly 
$8.00 
Clint Corpe 
2 1/2 yrs. 
Pheasant Room 
Union 
Quiet Room, Formal 
Variety of Specials $5-8 
Pisanello's Pizza 
203 N. Main   352-5166 
Casual 
$5.00 
Jerry Liss & Sylvia Liss 
Since 1964 
Pizza Hut 
1099 S. Main   353-5691 
Friendly 
$5.00 
Over 15 yrs. 
Campus Pollyeyes 
440 E. Court    352-9638 
Small & Quiet 
$5.00 
Robin Nicholson 
Since 1978 
Prout Hall Dining 
Traditional Cafeteria Line, speci- 
ality hot bar, Sandwich line, 
soup/salad bar. 
Hrs. of Operation: M-Thurs. 7am- 
6pm, Friday 7am-2pm 
Quarters Bar & Grill 
1234 N. Main   352-8228 
Relaxed 
$7.00 
Larry Williams 
5 yrs. 
Rally's 
1234 N. Main   352-8280 
Happy 
$3.00 
4yrs. 
Ranch Steak & Seafood 
1544 E. Wooster   352-0461 
Casual - Family 
Lunch $5.50, Dinner $6.75 
7yrs. 
Rhythm & Brews Cafe 
181 1/2 S. Main   353-6652 
Musically inclined - Cafe 
$4.00 
Shane Roney 
2 wks. 
Hours: M-Sat. 7:30am-l :00am; 
Sun 8:30am -1:00am 
SamB's Restaurant 
146 N. Main   353-2277 
Casual 
$4.95-$5.50 
Jim Ferrell & Walt Ferrell 
Since 1972 
Subway . 
524 E. Wooster   352-8500 
828 S. Main   354-2608 
1234 N. Main   353-0204 
Very casual, convenient 
$3.00-$4.00 
Mark Hall 
7yrs. 
Taco Bell 
320 E. Wooster   354-1155 
Upbeat 
$3.50 
George Kentris, Mike Kentris, Ken 
Baerwalldt 
at least 10 yrs. 
Wendy's 
1094 S. Main 
Friendly 
$2.97 
J&T Food Services 
14 yrs. 
352-0083 
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Find fun for yourself in BG 
located in front of the gig schedules. Treat yourself to some 
Still stuck for ideas?   sweets at the Ben Franklin 
Why wait until Friday Finding something fun 
night to exploit the enter-   to do on any given night is a 
tainment resources of Bowl-   simple affair if you pay atten-   Student Union' b* ,he Edu" 
ing Green?                           tion to your surroundings.      cation Building and the Art Here are a few more specific candy counter. 
Too many students          Take the time to stop at   Building, etc. Read the briefs suggestions. Take your sig- Browse the latest music 
think there is nothing to do.    the public bulletin boards                                     ,_   , _;«•___. „.u    . coiartinnc in MOH U^H™ ™ column or the classified ad- nificant other to a nice fam- selections in Mad Hatter or 
vertisement section of your i'y       restaurant       like Finders;    indulge    your 
local newspapers. Kauffman's,      Kermit's, shameful Star Trek and 
Find out which movies Mclntyre's, DiBenedetto's or comic book lusts at Young's 
are playing downtown so the Comer Grill for a friendly, Newsstand, 
you don't end up driving to relaxing meal. Take a drive out to 
Toledo and paying double Hit an upbeat eatery Woodland Mall to buy that 
price for a ticket. Call the such as Flickers, Easystreet special something for your 
Downtown Business Asso- Cafe, Junction Bar and Grill, best buddy's birthday or just 
ciation and find out what Campus Pollyeyes, BW3's, to people-watch, 
kinds of events the city will Pizza Hut, The China or Visit the Wood County 
be sponsoring over the next even the new Main Street Historical   Society   and 
few weeks. Diner. glimpse BG's past. Take a 
Call some bars and find Take a slow walk down walk in the city park or bike 
out where your favorite lo- Main Street and discover the BG's quiet, safe backstreets. 
cal band will be playing this many wonderful specialty Just get out of your 
weekend. Some bands can shops that inhabit the city's room and see what BG has 
be contacted in person for focal point. to offer. 
Qo'Bact 
in Time 
at 
'Easystreet 
Enjoy a refreshing atmosphere 
of casual elegance 
in our turn-of-lhc century style cafe. 
We feature: Appetizers • Soups • 
Salads • Sandwiches • 
Entrees • Delicious Desserts • 
Over 70 Imported Beers 
Wc arc open seven days a week to serve you. 
104 S. Main        Downtown BC        353-0988 
t$&i 
Spare Ribs & 
BBQ Ribs 
Cole Slaw & Fries 
S. Main 
Downtown 
352-2595 
Fax 353-5210 
■<& 
Weel^Cy Specials 
Chicken 
Dinner 
. Mashed Potatoes. 
Cole Slaw Peas & Rolls 
Mondavi V/ednesdaV 
N\gfrtt 
Mexican Fiesta 
Choice ol: Beef.Chicken. 
or Seafood 
Also   Monday night Frozen 
Margaritas: Lime & Strawberry 
e m 
BBQ 
Chicken 
Corn on the Cob 
$> 
~?r> 
Prime Rib & 
Deluxe Rib 
Buffet 
U^S* Everyday 
Tuesday & Thursday 
-Taco Salad- 
Monday to Friday 
Soup, Salad, & Roast Beef 
Buffet 
.LOOK What you can get for $1.00 at Taco Bell! 
• 3 tacos (with purchase       1C3 
ot mod. drink) A^' 
1
 money out ol our new 
ATM machine 
' $1.00 per hour bonus check lor ALL hours 
worked Aug. thru May 
Taco Bell 
320 E. Wooster 
354-1155 
A Winning Combination! 
Large 2-Item Pizza 
One Dozen Wings 
I < :d I UK.) or llol & Spicy) 
11" 
IO68 IN. Main 
352-3080 
Exclude* Extra Cheetc 
No Additions. I1C Only 
CAtfOf- 
MCAGO 
PIZZA COMP,iriV 
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Ribcage Houdinis blend rock, art into sound 
Aaron Weisbrod 
The BG News 
II has been a problem 
that has plauged Ribcage 
Houdinis ever since they played 
their first set together: How do 
you describe (or as it's more 
commonly referred to, "clas- 
sify") a band whose sound is so 
far beyond the typical standards 
used to judge musicianship? 
Well, sometimes, you 
just can't. 
When interviewing John 
Riccardi, David Mansbach, and 
Walter Tucker (the cohesive 
collection of musicians known 
as Ribcage Houdinis), I threw 
out the term "non-pretentious, 
art-structured, quasi-rock music 
that is very palatable and self- 
evolutionary" in a detailed 
attempt at describing their 
sound, but even this description 
proved not to be completely 
adequete. 
"1 wouldn't say 'quasi- 
rock' music." Commented lead 
singer /guitarist John Riccardi in 
response to my description. 
"It is rock. Sometimes when we 
play places people accuse us of 
being 'art-rock' or 'progressive- 
rock.' I wouldn't say we're 
progressive rock in the tradition 
of Rush or Yes or anything. I 
think the only reason we get that 
tag is because we do a lot of 
time changes or sudden stops or 
something like that, and that's 
the only thing people can equate 
it with." 
"The intent behind [our 
music] is not the traditional rock 
format." Bassist Mansbach 
added. 
At this point in the 
interview I finally managed to 
coax a description of Ribcage 
Houdinis sound out of a previ- 
ously unwilling John. 
"It's harder rock music 
... We're not a heavy metal band. 
We're not a hard, heavy band by 
itself. There are harder elements 
to our songs, but there are also 
lighter elements to our songs, 
too. There's a lot of 
dynamic things happening, a lot 
of different flavors and textures. 
Our 
songs are very textured. We 
want the music we create to be a 
tactile experience for the listener. 
There's kind of a substance to all 
the songs." 
When probed further 
about the band's intricate sound, 
John continued. 
"There's definately an 
ethnic influence in our music. 
Even 'Mindscape,' the first song 
we ever wrote, had certain 
elements of a Middle Eastern 
feel to it. Now that's magnified 
times ten because Walter went 
over to Africa studying percus- 
sion, and he brought back all 
these new skills and different 
ideas. It's almost as if we just 
now have the ability to play the 
music we've wanted to play all 
along. We've always wanted to 
make this kind of music, and 
we're just 
now starting to have the ability, 
between the three of us, to do 
that." 
Anyone in Bowling 
Green who has seen the 
band play can undoubtidly 
testify to the unique, soothing, 
pleasing, driving, melodic, and 
addictive nature of the band's 
songs, and sometimes fans feel 
spumed by the fact that Ribcage 
Houdinis only play their native 
town once a month. 
When asked about this 
John explained that the band has 
a number of locations they try to 
get to once a month. 
"We don't play Bowling Green 
that much, but in the meantime 
we're playing a lot of other 
places throughout the area, 
whether it be Cleveland or 
Columbus or Ann Arbor or 
Akron. We stay busy." 
The band's next sched- 
uled Bowling Green show is set 
for October 10 at Howard's Club 
H,an 
d the band hopes to have their 
five-song cassette available for 
sale by the time of the show. 
"We've been around for 
a couple years now but we've 
never had an offical tape for sale 
... so this is the 
first time we'll be doing that." 
Commented John. 
The EP, which will cost only $5, 
was originally recorded last 
Spring, but the release was 
delayed until now due to the 
fact that Walter was in Africa 
for half the summer, and Dave 
was in Cleveland for the other 
half of the summer. 
The tape will includes 
the tracks "Flux," "Doldrums," 
"Exit Wound," "Catatonic," and 
"Malaise," and is thirty-two 
minutes long. 
The band has other 
Bowling Green dates currently 
scheduled that will be an- 
nounced closer to the time of the 
actual shows, and also hopes to 
have a new T released by 
Christmas. 
^^^g^awaawgg^gaWftW:^ 
\0X 
^orco* 
■:■:■ 2 LARGE PIZZAS 
leese & 1 Topping 
- Limited time offer 
No coupon necessary 
■ BG store ONLY 
353-0044 
1045 N. Main St. 
frit 'DeUvery 
Hours: SUN-WED. 11-1 AM 
THURS. 11 -2 AM 
FRI.aSAT. 11-2:30 AM 
$1 oo OFF! i $1«o OFF! 
Any Pizza or 
Two Subs 
- Not valid wrth 
any othar olfari 
- No a>p. data 
Choose Bread   < 
i 
- Oood with ', 
any othar ' 
dlacount ollar, 
■ No tip. data 
It's A Long Time 
Until 
Spring Break... 
Take A Break Now 
At The Woodland Mall! 
• 5 Screen Theater 
• Food Court / Bar & Grill 
• Elder Beerman, JC Penny's 
* 
woodland moll 
New Stores: 
• The Flip Side - novelties and gifts 
• World Nail 
• B Wear Sweatshirt Factory Outlet Store 
50-70% off daily 
• Rarities - sports memorabilia, hobby 
supplies & more 
• Howard Jewelers 
• Star Bridal 
1934 N. Main, BG. 
Open Dally 10 • • i Sunday 1< - S 
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UAO planning busy fall schedule 
Susan Wisecup 
University Activities Orga- 
nization 
The University Activities Or- 
ganization [UAO] is chang- 
ing the view of Bowling 
Green students this semes- 
ter with its fall schedule of 
events. 
According to Jodi Pratt, 
UAO publicity director, this 
semester UAO is "commit- 
ted to doing multi-cultural 
activities, because we want 
to provide diverse program- 
ming that will appeal to a 
wide range of students at 
Bowling Green." This goal 
coincides with their 1996- 
1997 theme of "Changing 
the View." 
As one of the largest orga- 
nizations on campus, UAO 
has become well known for 
its large amount of diverse 
programming. The 
organization's set purpose is 
to provide cultural, educa- 
tional, social and recre- 
ational programs to the Uni- 
versity and community. 
In the past, UAO has en 
abled students, faculty and 
staff to sample new music, 
listen to stimulating or con- 
troversial speakers, to relax 
and enjoy a movie or go 
backpacking on the Appala- 
chian Trail. 
For this fall, UAO has 
planned a large agenda 
aimed at all walks of BGSU 
student life. To begin the 
calendar, Homecoming 
Week is scheduled for the 
week of October 6-12. 
The week will be filled with 
many spirit activities begin- 
ning on Monday, with a 
barbeque on the field be- 
tween Student Services and 
Olscamp Hall from 
11:30a.m.-1:30 p.m. and 
and ice cream social on the 
steps of the Education Build- 
ing from 5:30-7:30 p.m. The 
remiander of the week will 
include tie dying, bungee 
running, sumo wrestling, a 
pep rally on Thursday and a 
Homecoming Dance of Fri- 
day. 
The week's activities are all 
in preparation for the BGSU 
Football game on Saturday 
against Kent State and for 
the announcment of Home- 
coming King and Queen at 
halftime. 
Another big event for UAO 
will be the College Bowl on 
October 15. The event is a 
trivia competition putting 
teams of four against each 
other. Mock College Bowl 
exhibitions will be held in 
Mac East on Sept. 23 at 9 
p.m. and at Kohl Hall on 
Sept. 25 at 7 p.m. 
UAO is also going to be a 
part of Hispanic Heritage 
Month this October. The first 
event offered for the month 
will be a motivational 
speaker, Himilia Novas, on 
October 16, put on by the 
Office of Student Activities. 
On October 21 will be an 
event called "Chicano: 500 
years" which will feature a 
presentation of music, 
drama, poetry and legend 
tracing Hispanic history. 
UAO will be showing the film 
Mi Familia on Oct. 29 in con- 
junction with Hispanic Heri- 
tage Month. 
As part of Parent's Week- 
end, on November 8-10, 
UAO traditionally holds a 
Parents' of the Year essay 
contest. The winner of the 
contest and their parents will 
be announced at halftime of 
the Falcon Football game on 
Nov. 9. 
To fill the rest of the calen- 
dar, UAO has planned for 
this semester a Mixology 
Mini-Course on Oct. 17, and 
Eight Ball Tournament of 
Oct. 1-2, self-defense pro- 
grams on Oct. 18-19, a CD 
sale on Sept. 24, a Craft Fair 
on December 10-12 and a 
plant sale Oct. 1-3. 
As with every semester, 
UAO is offering a weekend 
film schedule packed full of 
exciting movies. All shows 
are at 8 p.m. and 11 p.m. 
and are held in 111 Olscamp 
Hall, unless otherwise 
noted. The cost is $2 per 
ticket. Some of this fall's 
movies include Mission Im- 
possible, Independence 
Day and Up Close and Per- 
sonal. 
UAO has done it again this 
fall -- their schedule of 
events is larger and more 
diverse than ever. Pratt ex- 
plains the variety of pro- 
grams - "We don't want to 
do the norm. We want to do 
programming that hasn't 
been done before and that 
allows the students the op- 
portunity to experience new 
things," she said. 
Membership to UAO is open 
to all BGSU students and 
provides experience in pub- 
lic relations, administration 
and graphic design. Jill 
Elliott, UAO president, said 
"With over 15 committees in 
UAO, there's something for 
everyone. We offer so many 
opportunities related to so 
many majors. It's a lot of 
fun." 
UAO also offers co-sponsor- 
ships to other organizations. 
The only requirement for 
such sponsorship is that 
UAO would like ot have an 
active involvement and par 
ticipation in the event. To 
obtain such a sponsorship, 
the organization must sim- 
ply fill out a proposal and 
return it to the UAO office on 
the third floor of the Union. 
Anyone interested in being 
part of one of the largest or- 
ganizations on campus or 
wanting more information on 
any of the events mentioned 
above is welcome to visit the 
UAO office any time or call 
372-2343. 
No matter if students are 
active members of UAO or 
if they simply enjoy the pro- 
gramming it provides, UAO 
is a big part of student life at 
Bowling Green. Jill Elliott 
explained her experience by 
saying "This organization 
gives you a lot of leadership 
and personal growth. I know 
I would have never gotten 
these things out of my col- 
lege experience without be- 
ing involved in UAO." 
Discover the BACK PAGES 
This and every Friday! 
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New bars not sum of old parts 
Owners of existing 
restaurants say new 
pubs will differ 
Joe Boyle 
staff writers 
Since time immemo- 
rial, thousands of students 
have returned from the 
bars in their Walk of 
Shame, the stretch of 
Wooster Street from Four 
Corners to Harshman 
Quadrangle. 
However, if several 
local 
ertrepenars 
have their 
way, 
students 
will make 
a few 
stops 
down that 
trail of 
beers. 
Chip 
Myles, 
owner of 
Myle's 
Pizza Pub 
and Bob 
Everhart, 
owner of 
Gargoyles 
have 
teamed 
up to start 
a new sports bar going by 
the name "Ziggy 
Zoomba's." 
Everhart said the bar 
will differ from other bars 
in town primarily because 
of the different approach 
he take to operating a 
watering hole. 
• "Our big thing is ser- 
vice," he said. "Most bars 
seem to just tolerate 
students. I want to go out 
of my way to treat stu- 
dents properly. They're 
our bread and butter." 
Ziggy Zoomba's will 
feature sandwiches 
freshly grilled on the 
premises. 
Everhart said drinks 
will priced along the same 
lines as Gargoyle's, and 
beer will be served in 32- 
ounce and 16-ounce 
Mason jars. 
Ziggy Zoomba's will sport an outdoor patio and lots of sports paraphernalia. 
Everhart said there will be 
14 27-inch TVs and a 
nine-foot tig screen TV. 
Perhaps the biggest 
physical change to the 
establishment is the 
addition ol a large patio to 
indoor winter viewing. 
Farther east on East 
Wooster, Bigshots is 
preparing to open its 
doors this weekend. 
Owner Jeff Hobbie, 
who also owns Uptown- 
"You'll get quick ser- 
vice here," Everhart prom 
ised. 
A satellite 
dish graces 
the roof of 
Ziggy 
Zoomba's, 
which in a 
preious incar 
nation was 
Myles' Pizza and Pasta, 
located next to Taco Bell 
on East Wooster Street. 
the left side of the build- 
ing. Everhart said there 
"I want to go out of 
my way to treat stu- 
dents properly." 
-Bob Everhart 
will be fou r TVs facing the 
patio, which will be 
mounted on swivels for 
Construction continues on the bar at Bigshots. 
Downtown, said the new 
facility will bear 
no resem- 
blance to his 
other venture. 
"This place 
will be nothing 
like Uptown- 
Downtown," he 
said. "It's not 
another sports bar, and 
it's not another dance 
bar." 
What Bigshots will be, 
he said, is a video bar. 
Instead of a DJ spinning 
tunes at Bigshots, a DJ 
will be rolling music vid- 
eos, with different themes 
every night ranging from 
80's 
tunes to 
country 
western. 
For 
those 
with a 
taste for 
Dionysian 
delights, 
Bigshots 
will 
feature 
over 50 
kinds of 
schnapps 
served in 
special 
glasses. 
Hobbie 
said he 
hopes to 
have 
Bigshots open Friday or 
Saturday night, and will be 
constructing a patio in front 
of the bar later this year. 
Beers will priced in the 
$1.25 range, with 50 cent 
happy hour drafts from 5 
p.m. to 9 p.m. every day. 
Bigshots is located in 
the former Mark's Pizza 
Pub at the comer of east 
Wooster Street and 
Thurstin Avenue. 
Dave Harper will be the 
manager. 
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BE THE STAR YOU ARE 
LASER LINDA 
Checkers Pub -every Sun.Jues.. and Wed. 
9pm-1am 
College Station- every Thursday 9pm-1am 
Campus Quarters (formerly M.T.Muggs) 
every Friday starling Sept.6. 
9:30pm-1:30 am 
RON'S LASER KARAOKE 
PISnNCLLO'S 
Open Wccidoyi at 4 p m    Open at lunch fn , Sat   & Sun 
203 N. MAIN, B.G. 352-5166 
n |Sm... 
,Med. 
"YOUR CHOICE 
Any 2 Items: 
.$4.75     Lg 
.$6.25  XLg 
Cnds     ' 
10731/96  I 
.$7.75 
.$9.50 
Ksl Value - 12 Slid 
Add Breadsticks ! Only S2.00 
FREE DELIVERY • 352-5166 
NOT VAIID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER 
CHCAGO STYLE EXTRA 
COUPON EXPIRES ON 10/31/98 to* 
Internet chat represents chance 
for student interaction, dating 
by Natalie Miller and 
Jeremy Markewicz 
Is the IRC, or InterNet Re- 
lay Chat, a good way to 
meet people? 
Some people have met with 
social success on-line, and 
others have had less luck. 
Chat line users all agree that 
the practice can be addict- 
ing -- and caution new us- 
ers to be careful when meet- 
ing fellow chatters in person. 
"I meet people from [IRC] all 
the time for lunch and I have 
a lot of good friends off of 
there," said Kevin Swantek, 
a sophomore pre-physical 
therapy major, also known 
as "Swanie" on chat lines. 
Kim Kettler, a sophomore 
psychology major, said 
"there's a lot of guys mackin' 
on girls all the time." 
According to chat line regu- 
lars, meeting people some 
times leads to something 
more. Swanie thinks setting 
up dates over the IRC isn't 
very productive. 
"A lot of people think this is 
a good way to get a date, but 
through experience I know 
it doesn't work," Swantek 
said. 
Some people enjoy the IRC 
so much that they end up in 
academic trouble. 
"My friend said she failed 
two classes because she 
went to the lab every night 
to chat," Kettler said. 
"It's very addictive. You get 
on and you never want to get 
off because there is always 
someone to talk to," 
Swantek said. 
Many people decide they 
want to meet the people on 
the other end of the line face 
to face. 
"My friends and I went over 
to this guy's frat house and 
hung out. He seemed nor- 
mal. I wouldn't advise it [to 
others] though. It's kinda 
dangerous," said Stacey 
Rose, a sophomore educa- 
tion major. 
Vickie Petro, a 
sophomorepre-physical 
therapy major, said "My 
friend Stacy used to meet 
people on chat, and I would 
go with her to check them 
out. If they weren't cute, we 
would leave." 
For others, like sophomore 
telecommunications majr 
Chris Stikes, computers are 
not the appropriate forum for 
meeting people. 
"You won't find me getting a 
date over the computer. I 
prefer the face to face ap- 
proach," he said. "Technol- 
ogy complicates things." 
> H 
I—H 
a 
u 
cd 
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CD 
aXBLECOMM 
YOUR LOCAL CABLE  TV CONNECTION 
Special Discounts tor Bowling Green State University students! 
v ■ 
CS ■ 
-* ■ 
a. 
u 
> 
'3 
v ■ I: 
I: 
Brown Package 
Scholastic Year: Aug. 14-May 14 
Basic Service:     43 channels 
Remote: FREE lor the year 
Installation: FREE 
You Pay: $Vi<b 
Package Value:  $a>%£7  $165.00 
You Save: <B3.6\ 
lassumtnQ us* ot a converter 1 ramotaj 
. "Sum 24.9%  
Orange Package 
1 Semester Only:  Aug. 14-Dec. 31 
Basic Service:       43 channels 
Installation: FREE 
You Pay: HP^° 
Package Value:     $ tftt19 $95.00 
You Save: J38.X (asaumfig usa ot convanar J ramotaj 
 'Save 25.2%  
Freddie Falcon 
Scholastic Year: Aug. 14-May 14 
t Includes any premium channels 
ot your choice 
You Pay: Sl^MFeach 
Package Value:  $ta&6    $65.00 
You Save: S67.60W4.3%) 
on any one premium 
Freida Falcon 
1 Semester Only: Aug. 14-Dec. 31 
►  Includes any premium channels 
of your choice 
You Pay: **£Q»7each 
Package Value:  $zXs      $40.00 
You Save: *31.83^41 4%) 
on any one premium 
Thanks to HBO & Cinemax tor their continued support of these promotions! 
■» Non-cable ready TV sets, premium channels or PPV will require a 
converter with deposit. 
>* Cable services are available on a monthly tee basis. 
________ — Changes ol service may require a fee. 
ninll'fltlUtJ --Brown Package provides Basic installation - All equipment for one outlet. 
 >»Offer expires 9/27/96  
This Offer Won't Last- 
Don "t Be Left In The Dark! 
BGSU ICE ARENA 
Public Shating Schedule 
. Wed., Fri.- & Sat.» 8-10 PM 
Ptrl Sunday 3:30-5:30 & 7-9 PM 
BGSU Students (w/I.D.) 
$2.00 admission 
$1.00 rental skates of all sizes 
BGSU Ice Arena is also available for 
private rentals. 
•public skating will not be available when the 
varsity hockey team is at home. 
CALL 372-2264 for more information 
and confirmation of these times. 
BEST OF LUCK FALCONS 
CALL RANDY AT 372-2764 for information 
about Senior Fall Hockey League. 
Teams will be forming and play will begin in a 
couple of weeks. BG students welcome to 
participate. 
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Family food, good values 
fill the menu at Kermit's 
Family Restaurant 
By Amanda Hall of entrees to choose from - who all say Kermit's has 
If someone sitting next to   a menu which includes been a wonderful place to 
a restaurant were to    breakfast entrees and spe- work. 
cial meal combos, sandwich Kermit's serves a variety of 
platters and traditional favor- customers, from regulars to 
ites. the weekend crowd of Uni- 
Particular favorites among versity students, 
the restaurant's dinner goers N you are going to make a 
are the honey fried chicken   first visit to Kermit's, don't do 
At Kermit's Family Restau-   and M roas, beef djnners     jt on a Sunday.. a day em. 
rant, 307 South Main Street,    Maas said he employs about   ployees say is busy from 
they call it their "Biggie   eleven full-time workers,        open to close. 
Breakfast," and what em- 
you in 
order two eggs, sausage, 
homefries, sausage gravy 
and toast for breakfast, you 
might consider it a whole lot 
of food for one person. 
THINK \X 
AGAIN!     '"°<a,0e„ 
We're now hiring BGSU 
students to work lunches 
Monday, Wednesday, 
Friday 11.-00 am • 3:00 pm. 
We Offer: 
He*ible Work Schedules 
Merit Increases 
longevity Raise* 
Advancement 
Advancement Opportunity: 
Student Managers 
Student Supervisors 
Student Cooks 
Contact 'he Dining Center of war choice   DINING 
Commons 372-2563 
Founders 372-2781 
Kreischer 372-2825 
McDonald 372-2771 fik*l 
ployees say is their most fre- 
quently requested meal. 
Kermit's is a small, family- 
style restaurant with food 
and service that remind 
guests of being at home and 
tasting real homemade 
cooking. 
According to restaurant pa- 
trons, the food is just as 
good as that of any large 
restaurant in town. 
The restaurant derives its 
peculiar moniker from the 
friendly father-in-law of 
owner Jim Maas, who was 
oft referred to as "Kermit." 
Kermit's prides itself on hav- 
ing a large menu with plenty 
platter 
15 PIZZA 
5   The Bowl-N-Greenery 
S   ^gM Join us tonight for 
S   ""^        all-you-can-eat pizza! 
S   £   "\    Our pizza buffet includes 
your favorite varities of pizza, 
complete soup &salad bar, 
potato bar & 
unlimited beverage! 
TONIGHT 
AT 
THE 
U 
N 
I \ 5 $5.20 
O 
N 
iMrWrrWrWrW.   VArWMAAnAAMnM^W^^VArlrWk 
nrnr A * %   TONIGHT'S SPECIAL  ? 
i § AT 
I \Ttie Pheasant Room 
Spaghetti Buffet 
Your dinner 
includes 
all-you-can-eat 
spaghetti with 
our very 
s *n own special 
s > sauce, tossed 
^ ^ salad, and our 
s s homemade 
ic bread. s Zgarl 
WH.95 
Hours: 4:30-7:00pm iwwwwwwwywsrwwwwwv rS.WJW 
Other sandwiches & 
dinners always available 
Hours: 4:30-7:00pm 
WWUWVvVWAv^VlrWVWA 
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Corner Grill remains BG favorite 
local eatery   prouides g 
By Jim Barker North Main Street, 
treating customers the 
The big red Coca-Cola right way is a matter of 
clock by the door reads 8:45 pride, 
a.m. when the second wave Built in  the early 
of morning regulars begins 1950s as part of what now 
to roll in from Main Street, comprises the heart of 
The first two customers downtown        Bowling 
are men, weathered 60- Green, the Corner Grill 
year-olds carrying newspa- has remained a popular 
pers and smoking ciga- local eate[y thr<>ughout 
rettes. They seat them- 
selves on stools at the far 
end of the counter, in perfect 
position to watch this Friday 
morning crowd eat their been ^ upQn ^ ^ 
breakfasts. curren, Qwner   Un(Ja 
By the time these two stacy, who supervises the 
men can set down their day-to-day operations of 
newspapers, cups of steam- tne restaurant with the 
ing coffee have been placed help of her sons Billy, 28, 
at their disposal. Here at the and DJ, 22. 
Corner Grill, 200 "I live and 
hours run from 2-3:30 a.m., 
when the downtown bars 
close and the hungry, often 
intoxicated patrons are over- 
the past four-plus de- 
cades of its existence., 
known for its good food 
and personal service. 
That fact has not 
ood food, seruice patrons day or night 
breathe this place, I can shakers, so when the stacy the most hectjc 
tell you that," Stacy said, next person goes to use it 
comfortable in a vinyl-cov- the salt spills all over the 
ered booth accompanied by place. That guy gets here at 
her coffee and ashtray. six every orning, and it's 
■After eight years, it's to happened to him twice al-   whe|med by their late-night 
the point where unless [the ready," Stacy said. hunqer panqs 
customers] have bought That kind of knowledge 
new cars, we know who they comes from years of obser- "You get a lot of guys 
are when we see them com- vation. It's just one of the   coming from the bars, Guys 
ing." things which makes owning   coming in here staggering," 
a restaurant worthwhile, she   DJ said. "Sometimes they 
Stacy said eight years said. puke in the booths." 
of seeing the same faces Stacy said she DJ said he tends to let 
leads to familiarity. likes to work the first   his older, more even-tem- 
She points to a man shift, from 6 a.m.-2 p.m., 
dressed in a plain blue but- when the breakfast crowd 
ton-down shirt and khaki comes and goes throughout   ers. 
pants, who is quietly sipping the morning. City workers, DJ said putting up with 
his coffee and reading his attorneys and college stu-   the occasional tough cus- 
newspaper. dents are among the first   tomer is worthwhile in the 
"Sometimes kids late at customers of the day, she   end. 
night unscrew the lids off the said. "It's always a chal- 
salt According to DJ lenge," he said. 
pered brother handle the 
rowdy mid-morning custom- 
Little Caesars- Pizza $r 
■ ■■ r-T'H f ■'•:' :.~rr ■ ■ ■ pf p^i'/'nufriraa ma ■ ■ ■■ mt i PmyinK.^m ■§ ■ ■ 
88 
L 
BTTTn-K^iJ tHM^Lg:*    Hill   ■    H— 
SMALL PIZZA $099 
with cheese and 1 topping            WkwaW 
 ■■■■■i^ibt»-i..w> ^^kmW  
901S 04950000-00 OS 
112 Mercer G Woosrer XCA    ACAfl 
Free Delivery 094a09VV 
RAIL BILLIARDS 
• 12 Pool Tables 
• Billiard Supplies 
• Video Games 
i Snacks 
' Tournaments 
145 N. Main, 
Bowling Green 
20% Discount for 
BGSU Students on 
equipment 
$2.00 per hour 
3-7 everyday 
13 00pn^2am_ 
HovBrJ&ciubH 
Sun 5 -9 50 om 
TUES. 
LOUD AND LOCAL 
(No Cover) 
-THURS 
$1 NfTE ... LIVE MUSIC 
$1 AT DOOR 
$1 A MINI PITCHER 
FRI. & SAT. 
BEST LIVE MUSIC IN TOWN 
AREAS LARGEST AND 
COLDEST SELECTION 
OF DRAFT AND 
BOTTLED BEER 
HAPPY HOUR NOON TILL NINE 
Video Gomes     • electronic Dorts Pinbol 
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Karaoke brings out hidden talents in all of us 
by Joe Boyle 
An overweight man approaches 
the microphone as a single beam 
of light bathes him in the smoke- 
tilled auditorium. 
Behind "The King* scrambles a 
sound technician fidgeting with 
several large platters. He dons the 
headphones and clicks through 
the settings on the mix board. 
The large television screens 
above the singer light up and the 
drunken crowd lessens their col- 
lective sound to a dull roar. 
A rasp into the microphone, a re- 
start to the song. As soon as it 
began, it was over. 
"Hey, good lookin'. Whatcha got 
cooking. . ." 
It's not Hank Williams or Elvis 
Presley, it's more like Hank King, 
a truck driver from Texarcana, Ar- 
kansas, with a mean disposition 
and an even meaner Hank Will- 
iams impersonation. 
Karaoke bars have given truckers 
like Hank, waitresses like Flo and 
semi-talented men and women all 
over to "be the stars they are." 
The Strike Zone Lounge, loc 
ated near the rear of Al-Mar Lanes 
on North Main Street, is one of the 
true hot spots on the karaoke cir- 
cuit. 
The Strike Zone might remind one 
of the bar in the first Star Wars 
movie - about half townies and 
half students. It's really a pretty 
docile place, but let the man who 
brings an attractive lass be fore- 
warned: some of these guys want 
your women. 
One patron of the establishment, 
"Jerry Lee," who took his stage 
name from famous cousin-spouse 
Jerry Lee Lewis, recalled an inci- 
dent last winter when he was in 
fear of his life. 
There was this guy who was sing- 
ing BTO's Taking Care of Busi- 
ness' and kept looking at my girl- 
friend. He wouldn't stop, you 
know, and finally we ended up out 
back with him," Jerry Lee said. 
However, fights are rare at local 
karaoke nights. What is not rare 
are the people who seem to be 
pros on the karaoke circuit. 
"There's this girl that always 
shows up at the Strike Zone," said 
Jerry Lee. "My friend calls her the 
"Material Girl." She sings better 
than everyone else and lets them 
know it. She drives me crazy." 
Other regulars include a man who 
sings nothing but 'Santana' songs 
and a group of three men who 
appear to be of graduate student 
age and have biblical stage 
names, according to Jerry Lee. 
Jerry Lee said the most pathetic 
display of karaoke he had ever 
seen was an indicent in which he 
took part. 
"My friend Bud and I were at the 
Bear's Den (a bar in North Cen- 
tral Ohio). We sang an old Irish 
drinking song called the Wild 
Two patrons of the Strike Zone Lounge ply their trade on a busy Saturday night as 
pftolo by Joe Boyle 
the crowd   lends support. 
Rover, and all these hillbilly types 
gave us the evil eye. I really thought 
we were going to get rode out on a 
rail for that one," he said. 
"I was dynng once, because I saw 
a lonesome little guy probably not 
past five feet tall, he was really 
drunk, siinging You Picked A Fine 
Time To Leave Me, Lucille.' It was re- 
ally funny," said karaoke 
conneisuer "Lucille," who swears the 
diminutive singer was not talking 
about her. 
Jerry Lee said one has to be par 
ticular in picking a Karaoke hangout, 
since karaoke bars have dilering 
song selections. 
"If I want to sing some old Hank Will- 
iams, I go straight to the Strike Zone 
But if I've got a Neil Diamond jones, I 
go wherever Laser Linda's playing* 
Restaurant Crew 
TACO 
BELL 
Going 
Somewhere 
Fasti 
Join our friendly, enthusiastic crew and we'll promise 
you competitive pay and great benefits that include: 
•On-The-Job Training -Flexible scheduling 
•Free Meals -Free Uniforms 
•Regular Raises -Bonus Incentives 
•Advancement Opportunities 
$5/hour for special shifts       EOE.M/F/WHI 
110 W. Poe Rd. Right behind Rally's 
Hours Mon. -Sat. 7 am-10 pm 
Family Restaurant 
"Dditim* Tftmt StifU g-4c*f 
BGSU     r 
Student 
Owned &   i 
Operated! : 
500 OFF 
ANY DELIVERY! 
exp. 12/31/96 
Not valid w/ any other offer 
MCINTYRE'S Restaurant 353-1890 
: Sm. Sub, fries, & a 20 oz. Pop 
I exp. 12/31/96 0NLY   $5   j 
! Not valid with any other offer 
; MCINTYRE'S Restaurant 353-1890 • 
Put your 
name on 
back of 
coupon 
and you 
will be 
entered 
in our 
contest. 
Free Delivery!!! Free Delivery!!! Free Delivery!!! 
353-1890    $.< inin. order      353-1890 
Bowling Green 
1432 E.Wooster 
352-4663 
<&***«*>.. 
Fast Free Delivery 
$4.00 Minimum 
"•a and S*1 
Open Monday - Saturday 11 a.m. 
SUBS 6in / 12in 
Starter 
Hurdler 
Sprinter 
Pacer 
Runner 
Jogger 
Marathon 
Walkaway 
Relay 
Ham, Salami, 
Provolone 
Swiss & Provolone 
Turkey 
Ham & Swiss 
Tuna 
Roast Beel 
Ham, Salami, Turkey. $2.60 
Swiss, Provolone 
Salami, Turkey. $2.10 
Pepperoni, Provolone 
Roast Beef. Ham,       $3.25 
Turkey^rovolone^^^^^^ 
$2.10   $3.95 
$2.10 
$2.10 
$2.10 
$2.60 
$2.60 
$3.95 
$3.95 
$3.95 
$4.25 
$4.25 
$4.25 
$3.95 
$4.50 
Chef Salad 
Greek Salad 
Tossed Salad 
Lett. Tom..ChMM. Ham. 
Salami. TurKay. 
Croulons. Cucumber 
lets.. Tom.. $2.25 
Cucumbar, 
Onion, Ban Papp. 
Graak divas. 
Fatacnaata 
Ian.. Tom.. 
Cucumbar. Bal Papp.. 
Cftaata. Croutons 
.Javelin 
ShotPut 
Hal. Saus., 
Peppers 
Onions, 
Sauce 
Meatballs, 
Sauce 
& Cheese 
$2.75 
$2.60   $4.25 
$4.00 
$4.25 
$1.75 
PASTA 
Spaghetti $3.95 
Rotini $3.95 
Cheese Tortellini      $4.25 
Served with either homemade marinara or 
meat sauce & garlic bread 
Above with meatballs add $1.25 
with Sausage add $1.50 
Garlic Bread With Cheese     $1.25 $2.50 
FREE POP 
with any 
pasta order 
FREE POP 
with any 
pasta order 
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GRADUATE & 
UNDERGRADUATE 
STUDENTS 
Accepted at all 
Campus Dining 
Centers 
And Selected 
Vending 
Locations 
Applications 
Available At 
Any Dining 
Cashier 
Location or 
Room 100 
Centrex 
:*~ 
DON'T 
CARRY 
CA$H 
Sign-up for a 
BiG 
Charge 
*BiG Charge Hotline:(419) 372-7933 
campus Quarters 
carry-out 
Sports Bar and Grill 
home of the 
cheap 22 oz. draft 
r$1.50 
any time,   any day 
Open DAILY 11:00 am 2:30am 
happy hour 11-9 
Mondays: 
25< drafts 5-9pm  10( wings 9-12am 
Tuesdays: 
Gr«ck Night 
Wednesdays: 
Import Nighl  - all Imports $1.75 
Thursdays: 
Ladies Night - half price drinks 6-9pm 
V&* 
Fridays: 
25« drafts 5-9pm $2 cover;       9 
Karaoke 9:30-1:30am 
Saturdays: 
Margaritas SI.00 Long Islands $2.00 
Sundays: 
Steak-n-eggs$6.49  ll-4pm 
Bloody Marys $1.00  11 -4pm 
50* shots 1 -9pm 
buy one appetizer, get second half off 
Saturday September 28th 
Tailgate Party 
;>- 
BGSU Home Game vs. C. Michigan 
Bar Opens at 7am 
Breakfast Buffet & Bloody Marys/ 
Screwdrivers $1 until game time 
Main Street Diner is quickly becoming 
one of the city's most popular eateries 
After only one year of being in busi- 
ness, the Main Street Diner is one of 
Bowling Green's most popular restau- 
rants. 
The Main Slreel Diner carnes a 1950s 
theme complete with red, white and 
blue booths, antique tin cans lining the 
shelves and a juke box in front of the 
restaurant, playing all the oldies. 
There is an ice cream counter where 
you can mix your own drink with 
chocolate, 
vanilla or cherry flavorings The atmo- 
sphere is fun and relaxed, but what 
makes the Main Street so popular is 
their food. 
Just one month ago, the Main Street 
Diner won the 1996 Wood County 
People's ChoiceAward Impressively 
they took home hall of the awards 
from the fifteen categories of compe- 
tition. To name a few. they won for 
Besk Breakfast. Best Hamburgers, 
Best Pies, Best Chicken and Best 
Home Cooking in Wood County. 
Owner and Toledo native Len Belcher 
said he bases the restaurant's suc- 
cess on customer comments 
Most customers say the large por- 
tions, good quality of food and clean- 
liness of the restaurant keep them 
coming back. 
The Main Street Diner is located on 
South Main Street at the end of the 
Big Lots shopping center 
Mon. - Thurs. 
6:30 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Fri. 6:30 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
Sat. 7 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Sun. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
1021 S. MAIN 
352-0123 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
PANCAKE 
SPECIAL 
(Served w/coffee or tea) 
Mon-Sat 6:30-11:00 a.m. 
$2.25 
Not valid with any 
other discount! or 
apeciala. limit 1 
Best Breakfast 
Special In Town 
Your Choice: 2 Egga 
2 Bacon or Sausage 
2 Pancake or Toaal 
Mon-Sat Coffee or Home Fries 
6:30-11:00a.m. $1.99 
V't valid with any other 
discounts or apeciala. 
I mm 1 
BUY 1 VALUE 
MEAL & GET THE 
SECOND EBEE 
Monday & Tuesday 
4:00 p.m. until close 
Not valid with any other 
discounts or apeciala. 
I   mill   1 
All You Can Eat Specials 
Wednesday & Friday 
Perch 84.75 
(While Supplies Last) 
Thursday 
Spaghetti 85.19 
Saturday 
B.B.Q. Bibs 88.75 
(While Supplies Last) 
Saturday & Sunday 
Breakfast Buffet 8 4.49 
(8 a.m. - I p.m.) 
SHOW YOUR STUDENT ID GET 10% DISCOUNT 
Bagel with any 
Cream Cheese 
(Limit 2) 
Exp. 10/31/96 £ 
FALCON FLYER 
$5.00 
flay sandwich, chips, & 
small drink 
No coupon necessary 
^^^^^^xp^0/31/96, 
for 
Half Dozen Bagels 
^^^^Exp^0/31/96 
